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Are you a writer? 

Most of us don’t realise we are 

writers.   

 

When we write our shopping 

list, or do a drawing with a 

grandchild, our written work 

could end up in a publication.  

 

During the 2021 Covid 19 Lock-

downs in Canberra, Su Hanfling, 

could not meet up with the 

children she works with, or 

friends and family she cares 

about so she created cards for 

them.   

 

Many children and people Su 

was thinking about were recipi-

ents of special hand crafted 

cards sending us goodwill and 

hope for our individual lives.  

 

Each card was sent by Australia 

Post with a traditional postage 

stamp, handwritten address, and enclosed in a bright and colourful envelope. Inside 

each card was a handwritten message tailored to each person Su, wrote to.  

I was deeply touched by her care. The artwork is of my Martin Guitar I play at the 

regular Jammalong sessions my husband Michael, and I host in Canberra. I heard 

from Su, many of the children she wrote to loved their card. I know my heart flood-

ed with love and flowers when I opened mine. It was a special moment for me. . 

 

This photo of the hand crafted card I received is shared here with Su Hanflings, per-

mission. My prayer is that her example encourages you to think about a special way 

you can use your words and skills to bless other people in your life.   

Dianne Porter  (Editor CCWG) 
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Remembering … Nicci Gadd 6 April 1968—3 July 2021 
 
Nicci doted on her rescue cat called Rosie. Where would Rosie live 
was her major concern when it became clear to Nicci she had reached 
the end stage of her illness. I asked her if she could write a story 
about her fears of homelessness for Rosie as it was her constant topic 
of conversation. Rosie was of more concern to her than herself.  

 

The last time I saw Nicci we had a plan to write the story of ‘Rosie the 
Homeless Cat’ when sadly Nicci fell ill and was admitted to hospital 
the very next day. She died a few weeks later. 

 

In honour of Nicci’s selfless love and compassion for her cat Rosie, 
and those she cared for I will share what happened to ‘Rosie the 
Homeless Cat.’ 

 

Rosie was rehomed with her neighbour and friend who lived next 
door before Nicci died. However, Rosie preferred to live elsewhere 
and soon found a new home on her own. Last report was the cat 
loved being in its preferred new home and the new carer for Rosie 
loves this new arrangement. The story of Rosie the Homeless Cat has 
a happy ending that will satisfy Nicci’s, hopes for her beloved cat.  

 

Rosie has a choice of homes now where she is welcome and loved. 
 
 

What kind of writer was Nicci?  

Nicci was a note writer who loved pretty little notebooks. She scrib-
bled notes about what was needed and ripped the pages from her 
note books with messages on them. Often she thrust them into the 
hand of the person they applied to.  

Nicci stuck them to your door or car windscreen if she called and you 
were not home. I often saw her writing them out and passing them 
on as it was her way of making sure the right message was sent to the 
right person when she needed to communicate something important. 

 
 

Jesus said “ Remember me … “  Luke 22:19 
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Remembering … Irén Kurek 1930—14 May 1921  (Aged 91) 
also known as Irena Kurek-Braden 

 

Irén was a refugee from Hungry arriving in Australia in 1967. She mar-
ried an Englishman, had a son, and a granddaughter, worked in the Pub-
lic Service in Canberra in the 1980’s and studied Journalism after she 
retired. While she was an active member of the Multicultural Writers’ 
Association, she co-ordinated the creation of an anthology called 
“Voicing the difference.” It was launched at the Adelaide Festival of Arts 
in 1994. 
 
In the year 2000 and 2015 she published and republished a cookbook 
called ‘Lifting The Lid Off The Goulash’, it was dedicated to her grand-
daughter Ashley, and written as a tribute to her mother Irene Kurek who 
lived to the age of 97. Irén  was passionate about her mothers tradition-
al Hungarian cooking skills and wanted to record them and her recipes 
before they were lost.   
 
It took Irén many years to get her work published as she needed help in 
many ways to get this done. It was edited by Alison Dolling. It includes 
sketches in black and white of typical Hungarian embroidery and folk art 
she recalled, they were created by illustrators Ida Caskey and Judith  
Lada. All who knew her would be asked for clues to help her complete 
this work. Irén had a true and driving passion compelling her to com-
plete it.  
 
I am a fortunate recipient of her cookbook and have used it to make 
Hungarian goulash using her recipe with smoked Hungarian paprika, a 
key ingredient. Irén loved to hear back from you when you tried them 
out and always had more advice to add when you shared how her reci-
pes worked out. Her book is full of love and memories of the flavours 
that filled her childhood at home in her mother’s kitchen, it is a gem. 
 
What kind of writer was Irén?  

 

Irén was a published author, historical writer and collector of recipes. 
 
Her book: 
Lifting The Lid of the Goulash by Irén Kurek ISBN 0957770707 
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Remembering … Peter Cullen  18 May 1943 - 13 March 2008 
 
Peter is known in the wider world as a professor and scientist who   
retired from the Canberra University in 2002. He was a leading scientist 
and adviser to both sides of politics on water and natural resource 
management in Australia. Following his sudden death in 2008 The    
Peter Cullen Trust was created to further his work and vision  
posthumously. 
Link: About Peter Cullen - Peter Cullen Trust   

 

I was an attendee at the Reverend Vicky Cullen’s, bible study during the 
season of Lent at St John’s Church in Reid, when the news was shared 
with the group that her husband Peter Cullen, had died suddenly at 
home. Although I never met Peter in person I have become aware of 
his behind the scenes presence in the work Vicky has been able to do 
as a priest. It is his work as a loving supportive husband, father and 
grandfather I want to remember here.  

 

On pages 54-57 you can read about Vicky Cullens’ call to the priesthood 
and the ways Peter supported her. Her entry did not allow space to 
share this photo of Peter that I know Vicky hoped could be shared.  To 
honour the memory of Peter Cullen, here is the photo of Peter and his 
grandson Joshua, so we can see the man who did so much behind the 

scenes to enable his 
wife Vicky, to satisfy 
her call to the priest-
hood.    
 

Peter Cullen and his 

first grandchild   

Joshua at his      

baptism 

Photo Supplied  

by Vicky Cullen 

Vicky Cullen edited “This Land our Water” ATF Press Adelaide 2011.   
It contained Peter’s last papers and a biography. 

https://www.petercullentrust.org.au/about-peter-cullen/
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Remembering … Norm Simper 26 October 1920 to 7 June 2021 

 

Norm was over 90 years old when he was introduced to me by Julie and 

Robert Dew as “A true old fashioned Aussie Gentleman!” Norm replied 

with a wide and cheeky grin “I don’t know about that— a ‘larrikan’  more 

like it.” I saw him once counting 5 cent pieces with the glee of a child. He 

had raised a sum of some $6.00 this way and was delighted as they were 

for a charity he supported.  

  

I offered him a $10 note to help the cause, he said “No I don’t want that, 

I only collect 5 cent pieces.”  Then with joy he shared how much he had 

raised by collecting only 5 cent pieces so I gave him all the 5 cent pieces I 

had in my purse.   

  

Norm and I connected when he shared the story about his father’s fiddle. 

As he closed the story, in his eyes there were tears of compassion and 

deep love he had for the sufferings his father quietly endured. He said he 

never talked about this event with his father but he never forgot it either. 
 

Norm was a boy when he pulled back the curtains of his childhood home 

one day as dawn was breaking. He was shocked to see his father walking 

through the farm gate with his fiddle tucked under his arm in the old 

wooden rectangular box he carried it in. His father’s mates had forgotten 

to pick him up from the corner store as promised so he had set of at mid-

night to walk the 20 miles needed to get home.  

 

Norm dropped his head as he got to the end of his reminiscence then 

looked me in the eye and said “He never complained you know! That’s 

what I can’t forget, he never complained about anything. It wasn't right 

what happened and I’ll never know the full story.” 

 

That is all I ever got of that story. What I know is Norm took the fiddle 

with him when he went to war and played it then. When he was about 90 

years old he had it fully restored and placed in a brand new purpose built  
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Violin case to care for it appropriately. He kept the old box his father 

used and showed it to me once. One time he even gave me the fiddle to 

take home so it could be played every now and then as he could no 

longer play it. My husband Michael Porter was playing the fiddle at the 

time so I got to hear Norms’ fiddle played. I even took it to show Donal 

Baylor, a well known Canberra fiddle player. He played it so he could 

check it out for Norm. Donal said  “It plays well for a fiddle of its age.” 

 

The fiddle had history. It was typical of those that came to Australia 

from England in the 1860’s with the migrants of that time.  I often asked 

Norm to write the story of his father’s fiddle down but it did not happen 

in the 5 years I tried. I saw Norm for the last time the day he turned 100 

years old. Covid 19 restrictions and his relocation to an aged care facility 

meant there was no way for me to visit him before he died.  
 

Norm was an amazingly kind and quietly loving man, loved in return by 

many who knew him. He loved and cared for two wives till their death, 

had many friends, and had a family who cared for him. He loved his 

grandchildren and was proud of all their achievements. It was behind 

the scenes he did his most important work, he was generous to many 

but never sought the limelight. I am so glad I got to hear some of his 

stories. He had a way of making them come alive so you found yourself 

part of the adventure. 

 

In a Facebook report by the Semaphore and Port Adelaide RSL, they 

shared that two days out of port from Melbourne on his way to war in 

Egypt he wrote a note to his mother, put it in a bottle and threw it over-

board. It was found by a woman near Perth, who returned it to his 

mother. Imagine how Norm’s mother felt as she held the ‘message in a 

bottle’ from her son in her hands. His writing could touch your heart in 

unexpected ways. 

Facebook link: https://www.facebook.com/329366900495252/posts/norman-norm-

simper-was-born-in-beaufort-victoria-on-26-october-1920-and-today-

tu/3327549604010285/  

https://www.facebook.com/329366900495252/posts/norman-norm-simper-was-born-in-beaufort-victoria-on-26-october-1920-and-today-tu/3327549604010285/
https://www.facebook.com/329366900495252/posts/norman-norm-simper-was-born-in-beaufort-victoria-on-26-october-1920-and-today-tu/3327549604010285/
https://www.facebook.com/329366900495252/posts/norman-norm-simper-was-born-in-beaufort-victoria-on-26-october-1920-and-today-tu/3327549604010285/
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What kind of writer was Norm? 

 

Norm was an historical writer.  I saw an unpublished manuscript he 

wrote about his war service. It was easy to read as a story with accurate 

information scattered throughout. He had a very full war service serv-

ing in many overseas posts as a signal man.  

  

 
 
 
A PRAYER FOR WEIGHT LOSS FROM  
 
Maia Rose 
 
Maia hopes to write a book in the fu-
ture. This prayer is her submission for 
the 2021 Anthology and her prayerful 
hope for those who struggle with food and weight loss issues. This pray-
er has helped her. 
 
Maia Rose wrote the following words. 
 
‘If you would like to lose weight a bit faster and are open to prayer, 
then please consider praying the following prayer:  
 
“Dearest God, dear angels and dear Jesus, please help me to pray for 
and send me the perfect healing I need to lose weight at the perfect 
rate.  All this I ask for the highest good of all with love, Amen.”   
 
The prayer works, so long as your calorie intake is at least not much 
more than your calorie expenditure.’ 
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Dianne Porter 

Published author, songwriter, 

writer of reflections, journal 

keeper, editor, photographer 

and publisher. 

Dianne Porter is the founder of the Canberra Christian Writers Group and the edi-

tor and publisher of this Annual Anthology.  Her publishing vision is to capture the 

harvest of God’s words in the lives of those who feel a call to write them down.  
 

Born and bred in Canberra Australia as a descendant of Tidbinbilla Pioneers, Dianne 

developed a now life long habit of keeping a journal of her thoughts and musings on 

matters of  the Christian faith in particular.  Many reflections are based on her 

dreams. 

Her first article called ‘He Died’ was published in the NSW nurses journal ‘The Lamp’ 

in 1974. 

Till her early retirement in 2004, her written work was mostly work related.  The 

creation and maintenance of business documentation and marketing material was 

essential in the later part of her nursing career when she ran her own private nurs-

ing service.   

Her book ‘My Mother’s Way of Dying Well ’ (First Published in 2014, the revised 

edition in 2021) was based on extracts from her journals kept during the years she 

cared for both her parents till they died.  Following its publication Dianne has ap-

peared on television, in news articles and on syndicated radio shows.  Dr Angela 

Butts Chester, Donna Seebo and Dr Jeanette Gallagher have had her as guests on 

their radio shows. In  August 2021 Dianne was featured in the Canberra City News. 

Contact details: 

Email and PayPal: porter.32@bigpond.com  
Web Site: https://www.mymotherswayofdyingwell.com/  
MEMBERSHIPS in 2021: Australian Society of Authors (ASA), Small Publishers Net-
work (SPN) and The Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) 

mailto:porter.32@bigpond.com
https://www.mymotherswayofdyingwell.com/
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THE BEJEWELLED MAN 

The harvest of my prayers and meditation during Lent 2019. 

It is good to practice Christian meditation with an intention I find.  For the 40 
days of lent this year my intention was to mourn the passing of my known life 
with a will to accept my new life as yet unknown to me.  Jesus passion and 
death is a good muse for such work.  I have found this difficult work with a sur-
prising outcome I believe is worth sharing.  

As I sat in contemplation of the cross Jesus died on I saw in my minds eye the 
full head of a bejewelled man on the cross. His whole head was a brilliant cut 
diamond.  I knew it was Jesus but I had never seen him like this before.  As I 
watched I saw his whole body was made of jewels set out where the muscles 
and sinews usually are.  There were accent jewels of rubies, emeralds and yel-
low topaz that stood out to me among the myriad of other precious stones that 
completed the body.  

Over the next days then weeks this image has been a constant in my medita-
tion.  Each day there have been changes that have set me to wonder about all 
Jesus achieved while he died.  It has become clear to me Jesus was giving birth 
to and releasing into our world the full treasury of heaven.  In my inner vision 
this was represented by the jewels I could see. 

In the first few days I was stunned to see diamonds start falling from his body to 
the ground.  They started as a trickle then became a waterfall of diamonds fall-
ing all around the foot of the cross. 

I was startled at first as I thought Jesus was dead.  Very subtle movements of 
the body revealed he was shedding his blood.  Each drop of blood proved to be 
a priceless jewel.  Jesus crucified body was the overflowing fullness of the treas-
ures of heaven.  It was a stunning sight to my inner eyes I could scarcely turn 
away from for fear of missing something of this wonder I was able to see. 

Mount Zion was growing.  The hard rocks of the place of the skull where the 
Roman authorities conducted crucifixions in Jerusalem soon covered by a 
glittering mountain rising higher and higher under the weight of the falling gem-
stones.  Jesus was on the peak shedding more and more gems till the whole 
earth had become Mount Zion.  The old world I thought I knew could no longer 
be known or seen.  What had come from the bejewelled man had created a 
bejewelled world that was breathtaking to see. 

Just when I thought there was no more to see I found the diamond face became 

the face of the new Jesus we can know in our time.  He was gently looking at 

me with a steady gaze face to face.  The last of the diamonds and gems coming 

from his renewed face were slowly emerging from the pores in his skin.  I was 

able to hold my gaze in his gaze as I saw him face to face in his new form. 
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In that face to face gaze I seemed to know things I had read in the bible in a 
new way. I knew for certain we can find Jesus today while he can still be found. 
I am so glad I found him.  Doing so has changed me eternally. 

The bible teaches us that those who follow Jesus must pass through the cross to 
enter God’s Kingdom.  The fellowship with Jesus sufferings we endure as we 
pass through his cross refines us somehow.  When we commit ourselves to this 
work of faith Jesus calls us to do, God’s cleansing fire can cut us into the gems 
that were extruded from Jesus body as he died.  We are able to reflect his life in 
this world so others can see something of God’s vision for his people.  The true 
treasure of heaven.  The entirety of humanity.  One body in Christ.  Beloved by 
God our eternal father. 

Passing through the darkness of Jesus death on the cross and sharing fellowship 
with his sufferings is decidedly uncomfortable.  Choosing what God loves over 
our own desires can be a tough road to hoe.  Our hearts, minds and bodies are 
changed by this experience. All things are made new.  This includes the world 
we live in.  The final result is well worth the pain and suffering we endure as we 
move from darkness into the marvellous light Christ is.  For me now he is the 
bejewelled man.  The bridegroom of his church.  

Just before Jesus died we are told he said “It is finished.”  I am now certain this 
is the work he completed on the cross while he was dying.  Be encour-
aged.  Jesus has completed this work on our behalf. 

 

Diamond Rain 

Photo by  

Michael Porter 
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DIAMOND ROSE by Dianne Porter (2021) 
 
1) A sliver of light  
in a darkened tomb 
Found a diamond that spilled it’s bright light round the room 
From the top of her head  
to the tip of her toes 
In this palace of twinkles lay sweet Iceberg Rose 
 
2) A king long ago 
With a crown on his head 
Knew she was sleeping this child was not dead 
He took her right hand 
She went home with him 
In heaven, together with angels they sing 
 
Chorus 
Singing dance for joy 
On the angels' wings 
As your memories fade 
Of the former things 
You are a Princess  
By God’s design 
Your place is sealed  
with bread and with wine 
 
Dance and sing      
Dance and sing      
Dance and sing what joy it brings!      
On Angels wings      
On Angels wings      
You can dance and sing  
on Angels wings.      
 
3)  Known up in Heaven  
As Diamond Rose 
Radiant garments replace her old clothes 
She may seem cold 
But she can flash fire 
As she dances and sings to her heart's desire 
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Lesley Jean Irvine 

Poet  

 

My general writing experience includes my career in 

the ACT Government which had a focus on writing, for government web-

sites, corporate coordinated responses, ministerial briefs, and research and 

writing for Legislative Assembly Committees. As a retired person, I am now 

actively involved in my church as secretary. I also prepare items for the 

church’s weekly newsletter and have developed and currently maintain the 

church website. 

What led me into writing poetry? I acquired a love for poetry from the time 

my mother read it to me as a young child. I started writing my own poetry 

as a teenager when, in times of challenge and confusion I found clarity and 

peace through expressing my feelings in verse. I have had some recent   

poems published in two previous anthologies of the Canberra Christian 

Writer’s Group. I am also a member of the Fellowship of Australian Writers 

in Canberra and have contributed two poems to their 2021 “School Days” 

Anthology. 

 

Lesley Jean Irvine 

Contact details: 

If you would like to contact me personally you are welcome to email me at  
Email: Lesley.irvine6@gmail.com 

Literary Biography: 

mailto:Lesley.irvine6@gmail.com
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City of Light 

There was a time when I didn’t know the Lord, 
when the world was cold and grey, 
when my heart was shrouded in darkness  
and sorrow seemed here to stay. 
 
I didn’t know there was another world 
where people don’t hate and fight, 
that alongside the domain of darkness 
exists the City of Light. 
 
One day while stumbling alone in the dark 

I came to a gateway small −  
A wondrous light shone beyond that gate, 
which passed through a strong city wall. 
 
I tried to open the gate, then I saw 
it was held by a lock strong and true. 
Longing to enter, I cried out to God 
“Please show me the way to pass through!” 
 
Then a voice said “I am the Way 
to enter the City of Light. 
I am the key to unlock the gate 
and find safety from the night”. 
 
My eyes sought the voice’s owner  
and when I looked for the gate again, 
instead of the gate stood a wooden Cross 
bearing Jesus, the Lamb who was slain. 
 
He said “Come to me if you are weary 
and laden down with despair. 
Come to my Cross for forgiveness, 
you will find such comfort there”. 
 
I lifted my eyes to Jesus, 
I saw His loving concern. 
I knew the pain He had suffered for me, 
and my heart began to turn… 
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My heart turned its eyes upon Jesus 
and convicted and guilty of sin, 
my heart sought the Lord’s forgiveness, 
and asked Him to enter in. 
 
Then the gate to the City swung open! 
The radiance was dazzling and bright! 
I joyfully walked through the gateway  
and entered the City of Light. 
 
Dear Jesus, your love has answered 
the deep need in my soul, 
and your Spirit is gently healing, 
restoring and making me whole. 
 
You lifted me out of the darkness, 
set me free from fear and strife. 
Your living water has washed me, 
filled me with wondrous new life. 
 
I love to live in your presence, 
to receive understanding of truth. 
You are unlocking life’s secrets 
that puzzled me so in my youth. 
 
There was a time when I didn’t know You, Lord, 
when my life was barren and grey, 
when I was lost in a hostile world 
and didn’t know how to pray. 
 
I didn’t know You were calmly waiting 
until I could clearly see 
You beckon, and hear You whisper 
“Beloved, come unto Me”. 
 
Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you 
rest. Matthew 11:28 

When you search for me, you will find me; if you seek me with all your heart.           
Jeremiah 29:13 
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“New Jerusalem” 

Banner at O’Connor Uniting Church. ACT. Australia –Image used here with permission 
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Michael Porter  
Host of Jammalong in  

Canberra, banjo picker,  

photographer, illustrator, 

songwriter, published  

writer of short stories,  

father, grandfather and 

husband.   

 

Photo by Michael Porter 

 

Literary Biography. 

Writer and illustrator of short stories as the muse takes  him.  He does this for 

pleasure and to entertain his family and friends.  His birthday card creations are 

legendary.  His work is published in the CCWG Anthologies. 

Contact details : porterbanjo@gmail.com  

Jammalong in Canberra Web Site: https://parkmusic.weebly.com/   

Tales from the Pandemic... 

The Covert Covid Criminal  
I have to leave. I can’t hang around here too long or I’ll never escape. You see, since 
I went over to the Dark Side I’ve had to be more careful and keep a sharp lookout. 
 
Before I go however, I want to dash off a quick note to warn you of the dangers that 
I failed to see. It’s not as though I wanted to be a criminal, it just happened. It was 
as much a surprise to me as to those who used to love me, and I suppose you could 
say my nefarious activities have been a product of Covid 19. 
 
Since the pandemic hit, we have all been inundated by a bewildering amount of 
rapidly introduced legislation, directives, orders and restrictions, many of which 
contradict each other, and which are applicable only to some people and not others 
in different places and times. I simply could not keep up with it all.  

mailto:porterbanjo@gmail.com
https://parkmusic.weebly.com/
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Where I live they introduced a law to make it a crime to enter a building without 
QRing yourself. I knew this was going to be a problem as alternative procedures to 
using a mobile phone when QRing had not yet been developed. I did not own a 
mobile phone and resented the fact that it was assumed by our masters that 
“everyone” had one these days.  

Luckily for me my technophile wife had a spare mobile phone which she lent me so 
with it safely tucked into my pocket I headed off to Aldi to do my weekly shopping.  

I got to the front door of Aldi, whipped out the mobile, picked the QR App (as my 
wife had shown me how to do), waved the phone in front of the squiggly thing on 
the wall and what happened? Nothing happened. The phone just flicked itself back 
to the home page. I tried again and got the same result and of course I could not fix 
it as I had no idea what was causing the problem.  

I realized that not only did I not know how to “QR” but I didn’t even know what 
“QR” meant. “Quite Ridiculous” sprang immediately to mind. And when did QR 
become a verb?  

 “Have you QRed Sir?”  

 “Just give me a minute, I’m QRing now.”  

Isn’t it astonishing how in such a short time we have been conditioned into behav-
iours that we don’t even recognize in ourselves. Getting ill from Covid is bad 
enough but now I find myself doing the strangest things. I stand in front of shops 
waving mobile phones at patterns on the wall while wearing a mask over my face 
and accepting acronyms as real words and engaging in activities like “QRing” as if 
this was all quite normal.  

Since I have been forced to use a mobile phone I’ve noticed lots of people write in 
acronyms. Why? How do people expect me to understand them or behave appro-
priately when I don’t know what they are talking about? What’s wrong with spelling 
things out? Acronyms are for lazy people who either can’t spell or don’t know how 
to write out the King’s English in the way it’s supposed to be written out in.  

Anyway, I digress. I’m standing outside Aldi unable to QR or enter the shop. Now 
this is a serious problem as I take my weekly shopping expedition seriously. You 
see, I’m the Provider, the Male who has been trained genetically over millions of 
years to go out and hunt food for my family. I can’t go home to my wife and say “I 
failed to hunt anything today Dear and we’ve got no food.” I’d be shunned. So, to 
avoid a serious shunning I took that irrevocable decision to step over that thin line 
onto the Dark Side and entered the Aldi supermarket WITHOUT QRing!! 

I know. Hard to believe, right? This was a serious matter. To perpetrate such an act 
in total and willful disregard for the law meant a seriously heavy fine or possible jail 

time if caught.  

As I scurried furtively down the first aisle I knew that the once law-abiding citizen 
who had never broken the law before, and always drove below the speed limit, had  
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gone forever. I was now A Criminal. I found myself now at large in the community 
desperately trying to avoid the long arm of the law and the security guards at Aldi.  

However, I did have one advantage. Like most of my colleagues in The Underworld I 
was wearing a mask. Rather appropriate I thought. Confident in the realization that 
no-one could recognize me I headed for the meat section to check out the day’s 
specials.  

Now it takes many years of practice to get your head around the way Aldi arrange 
their products. For example, they bury their frozen fish at the bottom of a very deep 
fridge that people with short arms cannot possibly reach. They also place their meat 
specials on the top shelf of a very high display that a person with short arms and no 
ladder cannot possibly reach.  

You can imagine my shock when standing at the meat counter and looking up at the 
top shelf I found myself staring into a security camera that was FRSing me (Facial 
Recognition Softwareing – see, now that I use a mobile phone I know about this 
stuff).  

I quickly pulled my hat down over my eyes, pulled my collar up around my ears and 
stared down at my feet to avoid recognition. I was not considerably concerned be-
cause I knew that they now use AI with these cameras. AI means Artificial Intelli-
gence. So, if it’s artificial it’s not real is it? If it’s not really intelligent then it must be 
pretty dumb so I did not think I had much to worry about.  

Anyway, it always pays to be cautious so by pushing my chest against the shelving 
and raising my arms straight up above my head I was able, with my fingertips, to 
just reach the Specials of the Day. Because of years of weekly Aldi practice, I have 
developed a special sensitivity in the ends of my fingers and by sliding them back 
and forth over the meat trays I was able to discern the cheapest one.  

Tossing it into my trolley, which I now called my SWAG or Sundry Wonders And 
Groceries, I continued the rest of my shopping. This used to be a fairly boring exer-
cise but was now charged with adrenalin pumping excitement as I expected to be 
caught at any moment despite keeping a constant watch for pursuers.  

All went well until I reached the checkout. I stood patiently in line with a long queue 
of law abiding citizens all blissfully unaware of the hardened felon who stood 
among them. As I got closer to the Checkout Lady I noticed the Security Guard at 
the door. The sweat began to run down my face and my heart sounded like a man 
running for his life.  

 “Did you QR?” said the Checkout Lady as I gave her my money.  

 “Maybe” I said, in a tiny squeaky little voice that did not sound like the manly High-
wayman Ned Kellyesque person I thought I had become.  

 “Waddya mean ‘Maybe,’ did you QR or not?” 

 “Um, possibly.”  

 “Possibly?! Did you QR?”  

 “It’s quite probable that I may have.”  
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The Checkout Chick is checking me out, the Security Guard is checking me out, and 
a long line of shoppers is checking me out and I’m thinking pretty soon I’m going to 
be checking out. Permanently!  

Suddenly the Checkout Lady says, “I haven’t got time for this, move along” so I 
grabbed my trolley (SWAG) and fled the store, or as I like to say, “Made My Geta-
way.”  

As I sit here at home, peeking through the closed curtains of my room, I know it 
won’t be long before they come for me. I regret what I’ve done and write these 
final lines in the hope that you, dear reader, may avoid the mistakes that I have 
made. I had my moment of freedom though. For one brief time I acted free of the 
restraints of micromanagement and technological bondage. For one shining mo-
ment I was a free man.  

It’s quite possible that… wait…is that a knock at the door?  

Oh, dear.  

I have to leave. 
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Trish is an artist who creates art through the use of photography, language and 
representational images. Trish has won a number of awards for her photography 
and art, including a 2020 Cumberland Arts Highly Commended Art Award for Solilo-
quy: Te Wahipounamu, New Zealand and the 2019 Cumberland Photography - 
Parks, Gardens and Natural Areas Award for Reflections: Japanese Lake, Cherry 
Blossom Festival Auburn Botanic Gardens.  
 
Trish is a Facilitator and founding member of Sydney West Artistic Photogra-
phers (SWAP). Trish is also a founding member of Cumberland Artists Togeth-
er, a collaborative initiative of artists, curators and craftspeople. Trish engag-
es with other creatives as a key platform for contributing to community, sus-
taining her art practice and for growing a creative network. Trish has a calling 
to enable an inclusive approach to supporting artists in their artistic practice. 
Trish gains a lot of joy from supporting other creatives to share their work in 
the world. 
 
Trish is also a writer of prose and poetry and a member of Auburn Poets and Writ-
ers, and with the group has participated in poetry performances for festivals in-
cluding the Sydney Writers Festival. Trish loves language, remains enamoured of 
poetry and prose, and endeavours to maintain a regular writing practice shared at 
her blogsite. 
 
Contact details :  

Email: pengenie@gmail.com   

Blog Site: https://pengenie.wordpress.com/  

Literary Biography.  

Trish Jean 

Emerging artist, Poet, 

photographer and writer. 

mailto:pengenie@gmail.com
https://pengenie.wordpress.com/
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It’s Okay to Want the Water 
 
Someone has thrown the ocean up there into the light and whipped it to form 
feathers on the falling waves. Leaves roar on weaving trees. Letters and num-
bers stream inside. I don’t need to maintain the tension holding them together 
in patterns. 
 
I’m still here. In this big body, under the heaviness, lightened by the big con-
text, a soul, a feeling, a remembered strong, moving body in my world. 
 
I’m like my sisters, I move like one of them. I enthuse like another. Ahead of 
the storm. My sisters are orphans. 
 
The white birds can crack the sky with their call, their industry and insistence. 
Birds with more muscle-pairs controlling the syrinx produce more complex 
calls. And yet, it’s the lone voice that enters me as yearning, as seeking, as 
stating “I am”. 
 
I am deeply tired. So deeply. In grief I inhabited the darker waters. Life howev-
er dragged me to the surface, floundering in that space that is the reflection of 
life on the water. Life made me surface, gasping, struggling to live in a reflec-
tion that yielded to everything but had no substance. 
 
My body and brain separated. Survival, a way of being that formed in child-
hood trauma and persisted through the losses of my life. 
 

Light on the Murray River, Riverland, SA. 
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I used to think it 
was an unfathoma-
ble love. Yes it may 
have been  rare and 
inexplicable, but it 
is totally fathoma-
ble. I love him. I 
love the adoration I 
have seen in his 
eyes. I admire his 
bravery. I appreci-
ate that we tried. 
Not being with him, 
near him, is the 
saddest thing. Yet I 
have weathered the suffering of terrible loss before and I eventually came 
to an evenness, where the loss is okay and the love is still a thing as beauti-
ful as the sky.  
 
Dancing in the kitchen this morning I know I am finally reaching that plane, 
where I can rejoice in loving you even though you are not here. For you do 
inhabit my heart and it seems my soul knows you. 
 
The white bird calls and I go out to the verandah seeking its question. Be-
fore I met this man, I could not love myself. I didn’t know what it meant. I 
didn’t know how to do it. I didn’t know why I couldn’t. I close my eyes and 
give my mind and body to the wind. 
 
I tell myself, “you used to climb a tree and take your emotions and your 
mother’s pocket knife with you. Carve into the eucalypt, adore it’s blue-grey 
leaves, wonder how something like this could be real?” 
 
The leaves played by the wind. The blue and grey cloth of the sky. The air 
from a downward stroke. The bat startled in the canopy above. Moth mean-
dering. A gentle way making across my street. The skirts of rain follow.  
 
On cloudy days the sky is like a cathedral…and sometimes I start to remem-
ber that I am the cathedral too.  

Sunset in Charleville, QLD. 
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Lightening. I need to go inside and stick my fingers in my ears, or put on 
headphones so I listen without fear when the storm is right overhead.  

 

Day and day again, and again. Time has lost its form in the compassionate 
act of witnessing. I sit outside on the wall, Park Avenue. The wind blows 
around the form of me. Grace moves through me. I am the movement of a 
river. In stillness too, there is space.  

 

I’ve begun hearing the birds again. As I emerge, I’ve begun again too. Love 
like a bird flies away, but its song sometimes stays. It’s okay to be okay. It’s 
okay to love the birds. It’s okay to behold the light and the clouds and the 
wonder of the skies. It’s okay to want the water.  

Storm Clouds Over Western NSW. 

 MacLeay Island, Moreton Bay Marine Park , QLD. 
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Ann-Marie Sophia 

Poet, photographer and curator 

of family and heritage recipes.  

Creator of her own original     

recipes using the food she grows, 

and gathers from the land, and 

the fish she catches from nearby 

lakes and rivers, and while boon 

docking in the Superior National 

Forrest  in northern Minnesota. 

Literary Biography:  

Ann-Marie lives with her husband in a cabin in the woods. They live a happily ever 

after life, on the Minnesota side of the St Croix River, that borders Wisconsin, USA. 

From here she has access to naturally gown food she is able to use in her creative     

recipes. An avid cook, she photographs some of her finds and creates interesting  

food. Her creative photographs tempt the taste buds and inspire others to try her 

food ideas. The flowers from her garden bring joy to others as arrangements she 

can share and photograph.  

For many years Ann-Marie been writing prose 

and poetry, now she hopes to write a book to 

showcase her culinary and craft skills as well. 

Her facebook friends have been enjoying her 

work for many years and hope to hold a copy 

of her book in their hands some day soon. 

Baby pumpkins! 
I’m thinking on savory and sweet 
ideas. 
I’ll roast the seeds. 
Hmmm… 

Ann-Marie Sophia 

Contact details:   

Email: monarchsophia@gmail.com 
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When  I  came   to   a faith reality 

In Christ Jesus 

I also came  to  a  realization of  

Myself  

The me of me 

that was the original creation : 

created in the image 

of the Creator  

 

Slinking down to the world’s 

expectations is a shallow  

and meagre existence 

faulty and wanting 

When I rise to the expectation 

Of the one who loves me  

I rise 

and 

So do you 

      Ann-Marie Sophia  

                             9 September 2021 
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My grandmother 
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Jenny Glazebrook  

Author of YA Christian fiction 
Experienced Inspirational Speaker 

Wife, Mother and Carer 
Qualified Chaplain 

Jenny Glazebrook lives in the country town of Gundagai with her husband Rob. 

They have 4 children and many interesting pets. Jenny is the published author of 

10 novels, including the ‘Aussie Sky’ series. Her ‘Bateman Family’ novels are now 

being published by Daughters of Love and Light. The fourth book in this series, 

‘Seeing Jess’ is currently with the publisher and is due for release later this year 

(2021). 

Jenny began writing poetry at the age of 13 when she first understood God’s 

amazing love and purpose for her life. The words bubbled up from the joy and 

depth He placed in her heart, and overflowed onto paper. She completed her 

first novel at the age of 19 and it was published in 2010. From there her writing 

journey has been long and difficult with many disappointments along the way, 

but she continues to write, using the gifts God has given her. Jenny’s books have 

touched many lives, encouraging people in their walk with God. Several of her 

novels have been finalists in the CALEB Awards for faith inspired writing. 

Contact details: 

Jenny’s books are available at Koorong, Amazon (including eBooks),  

and on her website: www.jennyglazebrook.com  

http://www.jennyglazebrook.com
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‘Framing Fleur’   

 

Chapter One    
 
Dan Bateman leaned back in Val Terry’s recliner. What was he doing sitting alone, 
in the dark, on his birthday? 

He kept his eyes glued to the television. Not because he was watching, but 
because he wasn’t. This was the third blackout in four days. What was wrong with 
this little town? Anyone would think someone deliberately shut down the power 
each night at eight p.m.   

He stood and glanced at the candle on the windowsill. It flickered, dancing 
from side to side. He sighed. No dancing for him tonight, and definitely no party. 
One mistake, one broken relationship with his boss’s daughter and here he was, 
finishing his apprenticeship in a small country town as far away from the city as his 
boss could send him.  

A flash caught his eye. Light. In the house next door. According to Val, the last 
tenants had left months ago and the house was empty. He pulled aside the curtain 
and peered through the dark. Definitely a torch being flashed around. 

‘Val?’ he called. Nothing. 
He stared into the night, straining to see. The light next door had gone.  
A loud bang shattered the silence and a squeal reverberated down the hall. 
Dan took a hesitant step in the direction of the sound. ‘You okay, Val?’ 
‘What was that?’ The woman’s shaky voice and footsteps approached until she 

appeared in the doorway. Both her hands held a candle in front of her large chest, 
casting an unearthly glow over her wide, frightened eyes. Dan’s mouth twitched at 
the eerie picture she made.  

‘What was that?’ she asked again, and the candle shook in her hands. 
He was tempted to fake a scream just for fun but held himself in check. Mostly. 

‘Probably just a lightning bolt. It hit a power pole and now it’s travelling through 
the wires.’ At another bang, he grinned. ‘Now it’s heading toward us and in about 
two minutes we’ll be consumed by a great ball of electric flame.’ 

She shook her head and a strand of grey hair fell over her eyes. The light of the 
candle revealed a stain on her overstretched shirt. ‘Dan! Now you’ve made me 
nervous.’ 

Dan laughed. She was always nervous. The complete opposite to his controlled, 
executive mother. What made a woman so casual about appearance but so up-
tight about life itself? There wasn’t even a storm overhead. But he had to admit it 
was all a bit strange.  

He reached for the torch that normally sat on the shelf beside the door. His 
hand closed around empty air. ‘Val, have you seen the torch?’ 

‘Jasmine borrowed it.’ 
Of course she had. Val’s daughter was always popping in and out, borrowing 

things. But as one of the town’s police officers, he would’ve thought she would be 
equipped with her own torch. 
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Dan reached into the pocket of his jeans and took out his phone. He hoped its 
built-in light was bright enough.  

‘You’re not going out there, are you?’ 
He ignored the tremor in Val’s voice. ‘Yes, I won’t be long. I’ll just check if I can 

see what’s going on.’ 
He headed out into the blackness of the night, his feet crunching on the gravel 

down the drive. Most likely a power box. He nodded to himself as the energy van 
drove down the street. Nothing else seemed unusual. He was disappointed by the 
lack of drama. Maybe he should create some. 

But first, he’d go next door and see if there really was someone there. With an 
easy jump, he leapt over the fence into the long grass and looked around. A shovel 
stood against the side of the garden shed. He shone his phone light down the han-
dle and to the ground. Fresh dirt clung to the metal. Someone had been digging. 
Why? 

He crept around the house. A shadow moved. ‘Who’s there?’ 
No answer.  
He didn’t scare easily, especially since he was usually the one doing the scaring, 

but his heart thumped against his rib cage. It was pitch black with all the house 
and streetlights off. The thin line of light from his phone didn’t show much.  

He held his breath. The shadow moved again. Then a voice came through the 
darkness. ‘That you, Dan?’ 

‘Jasmine!’ He breathed a sigh of relief. ‘What are you doing here?’ 
‘Just checking up on the place. Shirl Sheather said she saw someone hanging 

around.’ 
He was relieved to see the familiar, tall figure of Val’s daughter step out of the 

shadows, shining the missing torch. She wasn’t wearing her police uniform so she 
obviously wasn’t on duty. ‘I thought I saw a torchlight shining around over here.’ 

Jasmine nodded, tilting her angular face to study him. ‘That would have been 
me. There’s no sign that anyone else has been here.’ She stood eye to eye with 
him, and nodded her head toward the back fence. ‘I think Shirl has an overactive 
imagination.’ 

He agreed. Shirl Sheather over the back fence was almost as flighty as Val. 
Thinking of Val … ‘Your mum’s a bit nervous. She’d probably appreciate you drop-
ping in, letting her know everything’s okay.’ 

Jasmine pulled a face. ‘But that’s why you’re there. I’m grateful for the breath-
ing space I’ve had these last few weeks. Mum’s been so clingy since Dad died. 
There’s a limit to how much a girl wants to be loved.’ 

Dan thought of his mother. She hadn’t become clingy when his father died. Or 
loving. The opposite. To prove it, all he’d received from her this birthday was an 
email with a voucher attached. To have his car serviced of all things. It sure felt like 
she was making a point about the fact that he’d sold his expensive Alpha Romeo 
Spider and now had a cheap Holden. She hadn’t asked why. She’d just ranted 
about how old cars were a drain on money and how a person’s choice of car said a  
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lot about their character.    

Jasmine had no idea how lucky she was. Her flippant attitude to her mother’s 
care irritated him. 

‘Well, I guess I’d better get back to her, then,’ he bit out. Then he stopped, re-
membering the shovel. ‘I saw a shovel against the garden shed.’ 

Jasmine raised one dark brow in question. 
‘It looks like it’s been used recently. It wasn’t there before.’ 
A look passed over her face. Almost panic. It was just for a moment and so slight 

that Dan wondered if he’d imagined it in the semi-darkness. Then she spoke in a 
condescending tone. ‘My mother’s paranoia getting to you, Dan? Thought I’d clear 
some of the mess from the pathways. It’s a trip hazard.’ 

In the dark? In the middle of a blackout? 
Jasmine was a policewoman, but something about her didn’t sit right. Dan didn’t 

trust her. He couldn’t put his finger on exactly what it was, but it was there just the 
same. 

Maybe he just disliked authority. Jasmine had an air that said she was untoucha-
ble—a hardness and control that reminded him of his mother. Her short-cropped 
dark hair and height added to her commanding presence. 

‘Do you know why the power keeps going out?’ 
She gave him an appraising look. ‘The transformer was giving out. I got a call to 

say it blew a few minutes ago.’ 
‘Strange that it’s giving out at the same time every night, though.’ 
Irritation etched her brow. ‘What are you implying?’ 
‘Nothing. I’m just interested.’ Why was she being so defensive? What was she 

protecting or trying to hide? 
Her hand went to her hip. ‘I thought you were training to be a mechanic, not an 

electrician.’ 
‘An electrical appliance mechanic.’ 
‘So you should understand that it could have been overloading. Everyone uses 

more power once it gets dark.’ She stood taller, staring him down. ‘You don’t need 
to worry, Dan. There’s no great mystery going on that you need to solve. I’m doing 
my job and would know if there was.’ 

He held up a hand and laughed. ‘Defensive, aren’t we?’ 
‘No. I just don’t appreciate you acting like you know something when there’s 

nothing for you to know. Sometimes it helps to mind your own business, you 
know?’ 

What was that supposed to mean? He watched her tall, trim figure stalk back 
onto the street and get into her car before driving away. Even if he was being para-
noid, it really was strange that she had parked there rather than in her mother’s 
driveway. Strange that she’d checked on the house when she wasn’t on duty. He 
shrugged. It was none of his business. 

But now to create some drama. Making mischief was his greatest strength … or 
weakness, depending who you asked. He jumped the fence and charged towards 
Val’s house, breathing hard as though something was chasing him. He held the 
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torch under his chin to shine the light up into his face as he raced through the door. 
Val met him, eyes wide. ‘What is it?’ 
‘Quick, Val! We need to hide. There are aliens running around everywhere out 

there!’ 
Her hand flew to her chest before reason hit. She breathed out a long breath 

and gave a shaky laugh, shoulders slumping. She sank into the recliner Dan had 
been sitting in earlier. ‘Dan Bateman, I don’t know how Barry Metfall is going to 
survive with you working for him.’ 

He laughed. ‘He said he couldn’t survive without me. He was desperate.’ 
‘Desperate indeed.’ Val pulled a face. ‘And clearly I was, too.’ 
Dan grinned. ‘You’ll all grow to love me.’ 
He hoped so, anyway. Jim Donnery certainly hadn’t loved him when things had 

gone sour with his daughter. 
Thankfully, his new boss was a calm, easy-going man with only his grandson in 

his care—a small boy battling autism.  
He shone his phone to guide him into the lounge across from Val and sat down. 

‘Jasmine was next door.’ 
She frowned, tugging at the bottom of her stretched shirt. ‘When?’ 
‘Just then.’ 
‘Why? She hasn’t been to see me in three days. What was she doing next door?’ 
He wasn’t going to freak her out with Mrs Sheather’s reports of someone hang-

ing around. He grinned. ‘I think she was checking out the UFO that landed over 
there. I heard her sending the aliens on their way.’ 

Val snorted. ‘Right.’ 
The lights flickered on.  

     He glanced at the screen and smiled, relieved to have escaped Val’s questions.                                                
‘     ’It’s my sister.’ She hadn’t forgotten his birthday after all! He swiped the screen. 
‘Clare!’  

‘Finally!’ Val blinked, adjusting to the light, then started when Dan’s phone 
rang. 

‘Dan! Happy Birthday! Sorry I didn’t call earlier. It’s been a crazy day.’ 
He chuckled, not wanting her to suspect how much it meant to him that she 

had finally called, that he’d checked his phone several times, making sure he had-
n’t missed her. ‘Well, you’re lucky you got through. All these people found out it’s 
my birthday and the phone hasn’t stopped ringing. I’ve had to screen all my calls, 
but you know, there are those sneaky ones that get through.’ 

‘Like who?’ Clare sounded amused and he knew exactly how she’d look. Her 
brown eyes would sparkle with suppressed laughter, her dimples would flash and 
her animated face would be alight with life and joy. Everyone loved Clare. He 
looked enough like her that some people mistook them for twins, but he knew she 
had something he didn’t. Clare would never be forgotten, left behind, rejected. He  
pushed the old hurt aside and forced a playful tone. 
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‘Well, there was the queen for a start. And then that sneaky old prime minister 
managed to slip through somehow. And he talked for hours!  Wanted to discuss the 
way the country is going and all that. I kept telling him it’s my birthday and I just 
want to focus on family and friends, but he seems to think he is my friend. The arro-
gance of the man!’ 

Clare did laugh then, that irrepressible sound he had loved as a boy and missed 
every day. ‘You never change, do you?’ 

‘Some of us don’t.’ 
Silence. He hadn’t meant to slip in that barb. She was so different since she’d 

become a Christian. So … good. So considerate of everybody’s feelings and so … 
emotional. That had put a huge barrier between them. They didn’t think alike any-
more. He couldn’t honestly say she’d lost her sense of fun, she’d lost … he wasn’t 
sure what. Her respect for him? Her desire to please him? The connection that had 
carried him through the pain of losing Dad in a car accident when he was just five 
years old. 

Now her every thought was focused on God and that missionary farm boy she’d 
fallen in love with. And that meant she had forgotten him. 

‘What gifts did you get?’ Clare was asking.  
He tried to focus on her question. ‘Um, Mum sent a voucher. Tim said he’d 

throw me a party when I next go back to the city for my trade exam. Doubt he will, 
though.’ Tim would forget. He was too wrapped up in his veterinary training to 
bother putting on a party for his trouble-making little brother. ‘Val bought me a 
gorgeous little fairy statue.’ He winked at Val, whose mouth dropped open. 

‘Don’t listen to him,’ Val called indignantly. ‘I got him a calculator. Very handy. 
And it’s solar-powered.’ 

He also had a calculator on his phone that did very well, but he wasn’t going to 
tell her that. 

‘Did you get my gift?’ 
‘No.’ 
Clare groaned. ‘I prayed it would get there on time. I posted you something. It 

will probably arrive tomorrow.’ 
‘Ah, okay. Thanks.’ 
‘There was something else I wanted to ask you.’  
‘What’s that?’ 
‘About my wedding.’ 
‘Yes, I can supply the exploding candles.’ 
Clare groaned and laughed all in one breath. ‘No, Dan! Not this time! I want you 

to be in the wedding party. Up front where I can keep an eye on you and make sure 
you can’t get up to mischief. Phil said to ask you if you’ll be one of his groomsmen.’ 

He pretended to hesitate, though he felt honoured. ‘Well, that all depends. Do 
you think you can keep the prime minister away for the day?’ 

Clare chuckled. ‘We’ll do our best. But it will be my day, not yours. What makes 
you think anyone will be focusing on you?’ 
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If only. Dan shrugged across the phone. ‘It always happens, Clare.’ He put on a 
mournful tone. ‘When you’re extraordinary, these kinds of things happen whether 
you like it or not.’ 

‘Extraordinary is the word!’ Clare said, her tone dry. ‘I want you to partner my 
friend, Fleur.’ 

‘Not a problem. What’s she like? Does she deserve me?’ 
Silence. Dan waited, feeling the tension through the phone. Clare should know he 

was joking. Once she would have laughed with him, but now her tone was serious. 
‘Dan, she’s had a hard life. She’s beautiful, but she’s … well, she may not respond 

to your … charm straight away.’ 
Dan laughed. He liked a challenge. ‘Don’t worry, Clare. I’ll take good care of her.’ 
‘That’s what I’m worried about.’ 
‘No, I promise. No exploding candles. No water bombs. No stealing her shoes. No 

nothing. I can’t promise the same for anyone else, but I promise to behave with your 
friend.’ 

Clare chuckled. ‘Thank you. And thank you for making me laugh. You always do.’ 
Yeah, that’s what he was good for. A laugh. Everyone could depend on him for 

that. But the moment he was gone, the moment the drama and excitement he creat-
ed was over, they went back to their own lives without a single thought of him. May-
be it was turning eighteen that had made him so introspective. He wasn’t usually this 
broody. 

 
 

Jenny Glazebrook at the book 

launch of Framing Fleur in 

Gundagai NSW 28 May 2021 

Photos by Dianne Porter 

www.jennyglazebrook.com  

http://www.jennyglazebrook.com
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1 Bateman Family Series Book  

Mischievous Clare Bateman has accepted one too many 
of her brother’s crazy dares. 
Now she is being sent away, to the Cairn family farm in 
the tiny town of Kamira Creek. 
Clare vows never to accept a dare again, but discovers 
there is one dare left … a challenge that will take more 
courage to accept than the last ten years of dares com-
bined. 
What secrets are the Cairn family hiding and why does 
Rod Green despise her? What is troubling Fleur Lester? 
And what makes Philip Cairn so different from anyone 
she’s ever met before? 
Clare is taken on a journey of faith, hope and love as 

family secrets are revealed and she learns the sorrow and 

joy that come with living completely for God in a bro-

ken world. 

Book 2 Bateman Family Series 

Quiet and sensitive Beth Bateman has a big heart and a 
passion for Aussie wildlife. 
When troubled wards of the state arrive at the Cairn’s 
farm, tragedy strikes, destroying Beth’s dreams for life. 
As she battles depression and anxiety, she discovers that 
sometimes the rescuer needs rescuing. 
Does she dare to let go and let God fight for her? 
Can she trust that God offers a future and hope so much 

greater than her shattered dreams? 

 

  HOME | mysite (jennyglazebrook.com)  

Book 3 Bateman Family Series 

Dan Bateman has been forced to move to the 
small town of Caldon to finish his apprenticeship 
and he’s not impressed. But then he crosses paths 
with feisty Fleur Lester. Is she really the daugh-
ter of a millionaire? What secret is she hiding?  
 
Fleur instinctively fights against Dan. The abuse 
and betrayal she suffered as a child leaves her 
unwilling to trust anybody, especially an insensi-
tive tease like Dan Bateman. Can such deep heart
-wounds be healed?  

 
What will it take for both Dan and Fleur to trust 
the Father heart of God and accept his undying 
love for them? 

https://www.jennyglazebrook.com/
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José’s background is grounded in his experiences as a musician/poet and also in non-
fiction, technical writing.  An avid lover of the outdoors, José’s music often features 
nature settings.  He performs as a soloist as well as a number of ensembles such as 
Tidal Moon, working with harpist and soprano Barbara Jeffrey and José & The Amigos, 
his bluegrass band.  José was a contributing author to the 3rd Edition of “Bushwalking 
and ski touring leadership”.  Published in 2000, this is the definitive manual for        
outdoor leadership in Australia.  He also worked for a number of years as a defence 
analyst for Australian government, writing technical reports and training inductees.  A 
music lover since his childhood, it was his mother and uncle who inspired him to pur-
sue a pathway of music and song-writing. 
 
Festival music workshops and performances are a favourite activity, and he tours as 
often as possible, sharing his love of music, community and jamming.  José is based in 
the Dandenong Ranges of Victoria and is a proud member of the Cockatoo Returned 
and Services League, acting as Welfare Officer.  He is also a proud supporter of ‘Guitar 
for Vets’, a national organisation that supports veterans through the avenue of mu-
sic.  He is a contributing musician to their new 2021 CD “where words fail”.   Funds 
raised will be used to support veterans by facilitating a musical journey with free gui-
tar lessons and a free guitar.  Featuring original music, it includes internationally ac-
claimed artists such as Marty Rhone and Normie Rowe. 

Contact details: 

Web Site: http://www.jose-garcia.com    

Facebook: https://facebook.com/josegarciatroubadour/ 

JOSÉ GARCIA 
 
Musician, poet, non-fiction  tech-
nical writer and musical activist 
 

Literary Biography:  

http://www.jose-garcia.com/
https://facebook.com/josegarciatroubadour/
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Blue on Blue 

 

Verse 1: 
Had the bad guys in my sights,  
thought that I was doing right, that’s what I thought. 
Squeezed the trigger, held my breath,  
looked at what the bombs had left.   
Job done, or so I thought. 

 

Verse 2: 
Back to base by half-past-three,  
read some letters, watch TV or play some pool. 
Then the XO said eight men are dead,  
may be more and then he said,  
“it’s a blue on blue”. 
Blue on blue. 

 

Pre-Chorus: 
I took some fire from that direction 
I swear I saw some muzzle flash 
I didn’t realise that they were ours 
I wish that I had gone and crashed 

 

Chorus: 
I don’t know how it happened, or why it happened, the blue on blue. 
All I know is that it happened and now it’s happened,  
feel like… feel like I’m through. 
Blue on blue. 

 

Verse 3: 
What will my wife say, what will my friends say,  
how can I look them in the eye. 
Nothing… it all means nothing…. just want to die. 

 

Pre-Chorus: 
I took some fire from that direction 
I swear I saw some muzzle flash 
I didn’t realise that they were ours 
I wish that I had gone and crashed 

 

Chorus: 
I don’t know how it happened, or why it happened, the blue on blue. 
All I know is that it happened and now it’s happened,  
feel like… feel like I’m through. 
Blue on blue. 
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Blue on Blue  
A commentary by José Garcia  
 

I wrote this song as a fictional account of a pilot’s experience in modern 
warfare.   Whilst fictional, it is based upon a sad reality of every war, 
that mistakes happen and sometimes forces accidentally attack their 
own.   In military terms this is called a “blue on blue”.  It is about per-
sonal and corporate tragedy and its associated feelings including: confu-
sion, guilt and anguish. 
 
PTSD discussion often talks about fears of being injured or exposed to 
life-threatening situations.  In contrast, this song explores feelings of 
guilt by someone who has made a grave mistake.  The error is com-
pletely understandable but the consequences are extremely grave.  In 
many workplaces, errors are often easy to correct and recover 
from.  The consequences of this pilot’s workplace error are irreversible, 
painful and will haunt all those affected for a lifetime. 
 
Military jargon is used deliberately and the use of a modern setting is 
used to heighten the surrealism that can surround such an event.   A 
pilot is able to complete a sortie (mission) in a hostile battle space and 
on the same day be relaxing in a largely disassociated environment, 
such as sitting down to watch TV.  Their mission could involve killing 
people whose faces they will never see, on monitors that can resemble 
computer game scenes.  “Muzzle flash”, refers to the bright, visible 
flash that appears when firearms are fired.  These are often used as an 
indicator to determine an enemy’s position.  “XO” refers to the position 
of Executive Officer, a term sometimes used to refer to the second-in-
charge in Air Force and Naval groups.  On almost any military map, the 
colour red is used to denote enemy forces and blue used to denote 
“friendly” forces.  Hence the term “blue on blue” is used to describe ac-
tions where friendly forces attack others on the same side. 
 
In analogous terms, the song is the hook on the end of a rescuing 
rope.  It is not the hauling mechanism which draws someone drowning 
out of their predicament.   That involves people and processes to help 
lift them out.  This song is more the “hook” that makes the bond    
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between the lost and those who who seek to help.  In suffering, those 
that seek to help others are better equipped when they themselves 
have experienced suffering.   Many war veterans will dismiss help from 
civilians because they believe the helpers will never understand 
them.  These same veterans will more readily accept assistance from 
another veteran because they feel that there is a common bond. 
 
This was not an easy song to write as it is not a happy song or ever real-
ly destined to be popular song for easy digestion; for concert goers or 
the musical masses.  It is however, a song about a group of people who 
would never normally sing about their pain.  In that sense, it is a valid 
musical expression for those who suffer in silence.  As a musician and 
former soldier, it pains me to see veterans suffer.  War is a messy busi-
ness that is often portrayed and understood inaccurately.  In the after-
math, it can be difficult to deal with the hidden wounds that linger, long 
after the last bomb has been dropped.  Emotional pain is no less real 
than physical wounds but they need similar approaches.  It requires un-
derstanding and perception of the mechanisms of injury, wound man-
agement, time and plenty of care, nurturing and love. 
José Garcia 
 

Editors Note:  

On the 18th June 2021 the last Australian Troops were pulled out of Afghanistan at 

the end of a 20 year mission. Apart from the Australian Military personnel that died, 

many came home wounded physically and psychologically.   

 

Guitar for Veteran’s is a program to help Veterans Recovering from the wounds of 

war, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in particular.  José Garcia is one of the 

veteran’s recorded on the CD called “...where words fail, music speaks”  The song he 

recorded is called “Keep On Rolling.”   

The CD is for sale via this website. 

LINK TO GUITARS FOR VETS AUSTRALIA : 

Home (guitarsforvetsaustralia.com)   

https://www.guitarsforvetsaustralia.com/
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Kevin Stone 

Author, Editor, Writer of essays 

and sermons.

Author Biography : I grew up in the delightful village of Mount Kembla in the lovely Illa-

warra where my family has lived for five generations. I came to personal trust in the Lord 

Jesus Christ whilst preparing for Confirmation as a young teenager. I trained as a school 

teacher at Wagga Wagga Teachers' College and taught in various sized schools across NSW 

for twenty years. Finally in 1989 the call to ordained ministry, which had been simmering 

for more than twenty years became clear. In 1990 I began studies at St Mark's National 

Theological College in Canberra, was ordained a Deacon in 1992 and priested in 1993. 

Since then I have ministered as Incumbent in the following parishes: West Goulburn,      

Cooma, Crookwell and Deakin. After retiring from full-time ministry in 2014, I have       

ministered in aged care at St John's Reid and am a Residential Canon of St Saviour's      

Cathedral, where I minister at least once a month. "And, oh by the way, I enjoy playing the 

Piano Accordion and have done so since teenage years." 
 

I was married to Anne (nee Pavey) for more than forty years. Sadly Anne died in 2019 from 

metastatic breast cancer. Since her death I have worked on her biography with my family 

and friends. It is due to be published by the end of 2021. We have four children who are all 

married and ten grandchildren. James ministers as a Congregational Pastor in Engadine; 

Kate teaches here in Canberra; Ben is a teacher in Bavaria; and Nicholas is Vicar of        

Boggabri.  
  

I have always enjoyed writing. I have published a number of histories on the village of 

Mount Kembla. Together with Charles Body, I edited a history of parishes in our Diocese 

entitled, "Deep and Lasting Foundations."  I am presently President of our Diocesan      

Anglican Historical Society and am a committee member on the ACT/NSW Bush Church Aid 

Society committee.    

Contact details: 

Email: stonesaway@gmail.com  

mailto:stonesaway@gmail.com
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Compiling “Memories of Ma”                                                                                               
Anne Lorraine Stone (nee Pavey) 9.9.1955 – 9.6.2019  

by her husband Kevin Stone. 
 

This little biography of 20,000 words was commenced in the latter 

part of 2019, some months after the death of Anne, my wife. I didn’t 

want the opportunity to be lost of not forgetting who Anne was, not 

only to myself as her husband but to the immediate and wider family, 

including some friends who were very dear to both of us. The         

experience in writing the memories for myself was far greater than 

just being therapeutic. There was a spiritual dimension involved in 

trying to highlight the immense love and sacrifice exhibited in her 

life, particularly as a wife, mother, daughter and grandmother. 

What commenced some time ago has dragged on longer than I had 

anticipated. It is hard to explain why the task of printing the book has 

taken some time. Some of the time-lag has been due to the time-

consuming business of raising families, which all of the children are 

involved. It was also important to give the family the opportunity to 

edit and to contribute any other material that they felt was relevant. 

Now that it seems we are on the cusp of having the book printed 

brings to me a huge sense of gratitude; at long last, the story of 

Anne’s love and sacrifice for us all will now be told. 

The photo on the cover of the book is what I regard as a very beauti-

ful photo of ‘Ma’, as she was known to all the grandchildren. Her 

smile, half shades her full face, peering through glasses that had been 

her constant companion from childhood. The background of Lake 

Burley Griffin was a favourite for Anne to visit. The water was vital to 

Anne’s existence. She had grown up beside the sea at Newcastle. And 

so often we would holiday with the children beside the sea. 
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The photo of Anne’s face also shows someone who was interested in 
you as a person; not as a busybody, but someone who was willing to 
enter into the depths of the soul of the person to whom she was 
speaking. This meant Anne had a limited number of friends but never-
theless meant that each friend was very special. And in addition, that 
person was a friend for life. Anne also retained a close connection all 
her life with her siblings, especially her sister Bev; and also her        
parents. After the death of her mother she would telephone her    
father almost every second night; and even when his dementia       
increased she still remained faithful to him. Sadly Anne died before 
Grandad. 

 

The chapter headings tell, in part, the sacrifices Anne made as a wife 
and mother:  

 

1 Getting to know Ma  
2 Driving to Newcastle   
3 Getting to know Grandma and Grandad  
4 This was a family that played Sport  
5 Some Funny Happenings  
6 Our Wedding  
7 Our Honeymoon  
8 Packing the Car  
9 We both got a Job together  
10 Moving from Cobar to Rosewood  
11 The Birth of James  
12 Living at Ivanhoe  
13 An Overseas Holiday  
14 The Birth of Kate  
15 The Birth of Benjamin  
16 Life at Werris Creek  
17 The Birth of Nicholas  
18 The Move to Canberra                               
19 Becoming a Clergy Wife   
20 Weddings and Grandchildren  
21 Changing Jobs and Changing Health. 
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The chapter headings give some indication of the many moves from 
one place to another. However, what is contained in those chapters is 
just a mini reflection of so many happenings. The depth of personal 
interaction between Anne, the family and other people is very limited. 
Otherwise the book would have been much longer than intended. 

 

In so many situations the challenge of packing-up and going to where 
her husband’s job took him must have varied, as I know it did. This 
was particularly true of moving from Rosewood to Ivanhoe. It was 
when we were in Rosewood that our eldest child, James was born. It 
was a place where we had been made very welcome by the school 
and community as well as the Parish of Tumbarumba. When Anne an-
nounced some misgiving to her mother about the move her reply was: 
“Well, that’s whom you have married so that is where you have to 
go.”  

 

There is sadness with 
the death on any per-
son where the ties are 
close. But for us as a 
family we are so thank-
ful for Anne’s life; for 
her love for each one 
of us and for the sacri-
fices over many years 
to ensure she contrib-
uted to the very best of 
her ability in making us 
the people we are. Yes, 
as her headstone 
reads, she is “safe in 
the arms of Jesus”. 
 

     Anne Stone 

“...as her grandchildren 

remember her.” 
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Vicky Cullen 

Editor and Writer of: bible 
studies, sermons, published 
articles in religious journals 
and a textbook on teaching 
languages for year 7 adapted 
from her M,Ed Thesis

Author Biography  

I was born in Melbourne. We lived 

in Burke Rd Hawthorn where my 

brother Clarke still lives. I have 2 

younger brothers. John now lives 

in Kangaroo Valley.  

 

Our Dad was English and Mum 

was Irish. They met on board ship 

in 1937. Dad, recently widowed 

had been home to visit family and 

Mum, was coming out to New 

Zealand as headmistress of an Anglican school.  

 

I was confirmed at 13 at St Mark’s Camberwell, sang in the choir and taught 

Sunday school for 6 years. I studied languages and education at Melbourne 

Uni., became a High School (HS) teacher, spent 3 semesters at university in 

Bonn in Germany and then went to Corryong HS to teach French.   

 

After 2 years I returned to Melbourne, lectured part time in education at Mel-

bourne and Monash Universities and taught at Balwyn HS for 4 years. There I 

met Peter and we married in 1971.  

 

I had stopped going to church except Christmas and Easter. Peter had left the 

church while at uni. and we had exciting things to do setting up our new home 

Two years later Peter was asked to set up a natural resources course at the 

new Canberra College of Advanced Education (CCAE).  

 

Reluctantly I moved to Canberra. We bought our house in Holt. I taught at 

Deakin and Canberra High Schools and Hawker College and in the education 

faculty at Canberra Uni. Peter spent 40 years there, becoming Head of the  

School of Applied Science and CEO of the CRC for Fresh Water Ecology.  
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Meanwhile our 2 daughters were born. Michelle, the eldest, I took to Melbourne 
to St Marks to be baptised but when Belinda was born. I found the local Anglican 
Church, quite hidden away in a school. I joined it and a new Rector got me in-
volved in Pastoral Care and Parish Council.  

 

I completed a Masters in Education and went back to teaching at a Catholic HS. 
We went to Sweden on Sabbatical and my call to the priesthood was confirmed. I 
began a Bachelor of Theology (BTh) in 1985 and was ordained deacon in 1988. I 
was curate at St John’s for 3 years and was priested in 1992. I had no job until a 
friend took me on as half time priest at Deakin.  

 

I was offered a Uniting Church Parish but the Bishop asked me to start a Parish in 
Gungahlin, then 4 suburbs. I became very involved in spiritual direction and did 
Master of Arts (MA) in it at the Catholic University. I taught it and liturgy at 
Charles Stuart University. After 3 years at Gungahlin I went to Gunning as Rector 
for 10 years. Peter died just as we were packing up to move back to Canberra.  

 

My life fell apart. I lived for 6 months with Michelle who had a baby and was ex-
pecting her second. Belinda went to Europe with YWAM (Youth With a Mission) 
and has settled in Ireland where she has a gift shop. I did several locums in the 
country and now am back at St John’s as honorary priest.  

 

I turn 80 next year( 2022) and my voice is not as good as it was but I still have a 
place leading worship and studies and preaching. I enjoy working at St John’s 
Care helping the poor and homeless.  

 

MY EXPERIENCE OF MY CALL TO THE PRIESTHOOD 
One day when our daughters were eight and ten and I was Head of Languages at 
Merici Catholic Girls’ High School, Peter announced our next sabbatical was to be 
in Sweden. He had been invited to be a visiting professor at the University of 
Uppsala. I knew he was interested in cold climate lakes.  
 “Oh good” I said. “They have women priests there.”  
 “Oh no!” he groaned, but he knew, even before I could articulate it, that I was 
headed for the priesthood.  

 

Early on in my time at Merici I discerned that I needed a spiritual director so I 
asked one of the nuns how to find one. She said “Mother Mary who works in our 
library is the best. Go and talk to her.” So I found myself one Saturday morning at 
the convent for my appointment with Mary. She said, “I’m a lowly nun who co-
vers books in the the library at Merici. You are one of our most senior teachers. 
What do you want of me? “  
 “I want God.“ I replied.  
 “Oh, I can help you there.” said the Mother Superior of the convent.   
I started seeing her once a month to talk about my prayer life.  

 

Peter helped. When I was exhausted at the end of the year he would say  
 “Go and spend a week with those nuns. I’ll look after the kids.”  
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It was always Advent and the Gospel reading was Luke 1, the call of Mary. I 
heard  
 “You have found favour with God. The Holy Spirit will come upon you. “  
And the next year,  
 “Let it be with me according to your Word.”  
And then  
 “Nothing is impossible with God.”  

 

One day I was praying under a gum tree and I heard a voice,  
 “Vicky I want you to serve me.”  
 “God, I do. I teach all those girls and they all know I’m committed to you.” 
 “Vicky I want you to be my priest.”  
 “But women can’t be priests Lord.” And that was just before Peter’s an-
nouncement that we were going to Sweden.  

 

I went back to share my experience with my spiritual director.  
 “Could God be calling me?” I asked.  
 “I don’t know, “she said, “Pray about it.”  
From then on the world looked different. I saw God in nature, in the branches 
of a gum tree, in the heart of a flower.  

 

In Sweden I did meet several women priests and was also invited by the uni-
versity chaplain to a post graduate seminar in theology. They said  
 “If you can’t follow just ask and we will change to English.”  
That happened several times.  

 

I used to go to her Wednesday Book of Common prayer service in Uppsala 
Cathedral.  

 

One day the Gospel was Mark 8: 34 -38,’ Jesus foretells his death and resur-
rection’. Jesus said  
 “ If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves, take up 
their cross and follow me.”  

 

It hit me ! God was speaking to me.  

 

I stayed in the chapel just praying and committing my life to Jesus. Little did I 
know then how heavy that cross would be.  

 

As one of the first women fighting for ordination I supported our bishop Ow-
en Dowling at a court case in Sydney, was interviewed by numerous reporters 
and was sent to a psychiatrist as being ‘unsuitable – too strong’ After we 
talked for an hour he said I’d make a wonderful priest.  

 

Peter sent the bill back to the Diocese.  
 

Probably the most hurtful was the reaction of some women at a MOW 
(Movement for the Ordination of Women) conference to which I wore a cleri-
cal collar.   “How dare you wear that symbol of patriarchy!”  
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I replied that I thought MOW was about women being ordained and as a deacon I 
needed support in the fight for the priesthood.  

 

I was finally priested with 10 others in December 1992, our ordination in Febru-
ary having been aborted half way through. The men were ordained and we were 
told to sit down.  

 

I had no job to go to. I had to fight to be allowed to celebrate my first communion 

on Christmas Eve in the parish where I had served as an honorary deacon for 

nearly a year. Since my curacy I have never had a full-time job.  At St John’s I was 

denied a clergy house (your husband provides that) but was expected to be at 

Morning prayer at 8.30 am and evening prayer at 5pm .. 

 

Peter got the kids off to school but I refused evening prayer as St John’s was 30 

minutes drive from Holt. I needed to be home after school and prepare dinner. It 

would have been easy if I’d lived on site. At Gungahlin we bought our own house 

as Peter thought I’d better live in the Parish and no church building or office was 

there. I was only employed half time so I did a Graduate Dip in Community Coun-

selling so I wouldn’t be tempted to work more hours.  

 

After 3 years my time was up. I was appointed to Gunning as half-time Rector 

with a lovely Rectory to live in. We were there for nearly 10 years until I turned 

65. We enjoyed life in the country. Peter died as we were packing up to move 

back to Holt. I was grief stricken – no job, no husband and a half-finished renova-

tion. I stayed with Michelle for 6 months. She had a baby and was pregnant with 

her second.  

 

Now I am retired, back at St John’s as honorary priest after doing 4 locums in the 

country. I have been a priest longer than a teacher now and I love it. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

L-R John Morgan Sub Deacon, Ian George Rector, Vicky Cullen Deacon, Modelling Green 

vestments embroidered by parish ladies to celebrate the centenary of Canberra, 1988. 
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Anita Backman 

Author  

Anita and her amusing dog Hugo, have been out 

and about this year, snapping photos of nature around Canberra. 

These photos are taken as Anita prays while on early morning walks. 

Hugo has learnt to sit, stop and take in the scenery, as Anita snaps 

away that the natural beauty of creation.  

As Anita snaps, God gives her a word that is a bible prompt. Anita 

then goes home and does a bible search with that word until God 

tells her this is the right scripture for that particular photo. 

Anita has still been writing her chapbooks (prayer books) that are not 

for profit, and are given away at her church, Nations Heart, and the 

local Belconnen community. Self-published author of Whispers to My 

Father – a book of poetry, prayers and reflections depicting her faith 

and struggle with mental illness. Creator and author of 9 hand bound 

chapbooks (prayer books).  

Side note: enthusiastic knitter! Knits free scarves for the homeless.  

Contact Details: 

Email:  anitabackmansbooks@gmail.com  

Literary Biography.  

mailto:anitabackmansbooks@gmail.com
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Patient Surrender into Breakthrough 

Copyright Anita Backman 

A new day has dawned, 

Cool, crisp. 

Dew glitters on the grass, 

Mist dances on the lake. 

It is quiet,  

And a duck is perched on a fallen tree … 

It is still, looking and patiently waiting for the  

Sun to reach him, and break the cold of the night. 

I stop, soak in the atmosphere. 

A fallen tree, 

Is like me falling to my knees in an act of surrender … 

Dew, 

Soft tears on my cheeks. 

Mist,  

Your presence surrounds, 

And like the duck, 

I am still, patient, waiting in 

surrender … 

My breakthrough will come.  
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MY RECOLLECTIONS OF BEING A ONE MAN BAND 
I think I started my one man band journey over 60 years ago, when my dad gave me 
my first harmonica. I guess I would have been about 8 years old. Dad gave me the har-
monica and said that if I could play a melody he would buy me a better one.  

The next step in my one man band journey was at high school when I took a harmoni-
ca with me when we went on a bush walk with the hiking club. We would sit around 
the camp-fire and I would play some melodies and everybody would join in singing. 
About the same time, life-long friends Stephen Short, Mark Smith (aka Stax Didge-
man), Rodney Lockwood and I would get together at each other’s houses and have a 
jam session. Their parents would also join in, and I learnt how much more fun it is to 
play music together. At high school I learnt to read music and play the violin, another 
very important ingredient into becoming a future one man band. 

After high school my harmonicas stayed in their boxes and my violin stayed in its case 
on top of the bedroom cupboard whilst I finished my tertiary studies. I don’t know if it 
was my wife Mandy who mentioned it to John McKay at the Tecoma Uniting Church, 
but one day, about 45 years ago, John said to me, “I hear that you used to play the 
violin.” Even though I wished he hadn’t known, it was the best thing that could have 
happened, because otherwise, I reckon, to this day that violin would have stayed on 
top of the cupboard and the harmonicas would have stayed in their little boxes. I 
started playing at church, then at gospel musicals, which led to the youth group asking 
if we could play at a proposed church bush dance. 

Rudy Van Den Bovenkamp 
Musician, singer,  songwriter, story teller 

and one man band. 

Contact Details: 

Email: rudytheonemanband@murandymusic.com.au 

mailto:rudytheonemanband@murandymusic.com.au
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Fast forward another 15 years to about 30 years ago, having played in a number of 
bush bands and other bands; busking held a certain appeal to me. I thought it was 
all well and good to be playing on a stage, but I always wondered whether our cap-
tive audiences really liked what we were playing. I asked my good friend Ray Simp-
son if he would accompany me to the local Gully Market in Upper Ferntree Gully, 
Victoria, since the prospect of standing up in front of strangers and just starting to 
play music petrified me. Anyway, having broken the ice I started busking at every 
market within a 100km radius, really loving the experience and meeting so many 
people. 

Soon after starting busking our neighbour Ray Barnett was towing a trailer up his 
driveway with a tom tom drum in it, which he was taking to the tip. My busking 
brain thought, “hey, I think I could do something with that drum”, so I ran after Ray 
and relieved him of his “rubbish”. 

Having been born in The Netherlands I had seen a picture of a one man band paint-
ed  by Anton Pieck, in a medieval-type setting. 

When I stopped Ray’s car I had this picture in my head, thinking “I could make my 
music visually more interesting if I was to put a drum on my back, work out how to 
make a drum stick beat time, and see about putting cymbals on top to counter-
balance the tom tom drum beat.” The one man band rig has evolved over the 30 
years to what it is today, but without the inspiration of Anton Pieck it never would 
have happened. 

As you can see, there have been various pieces of the jigsaw that have come to-
gether over 60 years, of which one missing piece would have led me in an entirely 
different direction and destination. I thank God for orchestrating this journey, and 
for endowing me with the most enjoyable gift of them all – music. I also thank my 
wife Mandy, for her unwavering support. 

The best memory I have of being a one man band is of the Hot Potato Man at the 
Dayslesford market, decades ago. It was a bitterly cold morning, and I could tell that 
the customary fingerless gloves weren’t going to be much chop. The Hot Potato 
Man, however, said, “I’ve got some potatoes which have been in my oven for too 
long to give to my customers, but I reckon they would sit well in your jacket pock-
ets.” Man, my fingers were nice and warm in between songs when they were in my 
potato-heated pockets, and lasted just long enough whilst I played one song, and 
back in they went. If the Hot Potato Man is still around, and if he reads this, I would 
like to say, “thanks mate”, you made my day. 

Another interesting memory is of me moving between the upper and lower floors 
of the Hawthorn Town Hall for the Hawthorn Craft Market. I must have been in a 
hurry, ‘cos I tripped and somehow rolled all the way to the bottom. The racket of 
the drum, the cymbals, the tambourines and other musical instruments must have 
been ear-shattering. Anyway, no broken bones, and I didn’t kill anyone who would 
have been walking up the stairs, and I resumed playing after I dusted myself off.  
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An over-riding memory I have is the warm welcomes I received from all the market 
stall-holders. Whereas I generally played for, say, 2, 3 or 4 hours in the middle of the 
day, these stallwarts would get to-site at 5 or 6 AM, set up to be ready for customers 
at 9 AM, hang about till 2 PM for a half-day market, but till 5 or 6 PM for a full-day 
market, then pack up and finally leave to go home. So, I come along, spend an hour 
setting up, and wander around the market entertaining people as I find them. The stall
-holders would welcome the music, plus happy audiences would come back to enjoy 
my music at subsequent markets. 

I really learnt my one man band “craft” at markets, reading what a moveable audience 
would enjoy, and encouraging them to join in with singing, clapping and dancing. 

One of my longest-serving market stall-holders was Val, the Flower Lady at the Gully 
Market. Val had the biggest smile you ever saw and summed up the communal good-
will and survival of a good market. In those days I would attend the Gully Market most 
Sundays, which was the busier of the weekend markets in those days, Kallista Market, 
Berwick Market, Red Hill Market and of course the Hawthorn Market, with some other 
markets as space in the diary allowed. But Val was the one who really seemed to go 
out of her way to welcome me into the market community. This allowed me to provide 
an audio-visual contribution to the bustling exchange of goods and coin (in those 
days!). Val would also provide feedback as to which songs “worked” within this com-
merce environment. 

The most satisfying was when I managed to create a “crowd density” that sustained 
itself. I would start off with a song that attracted a number of listeners. I would finish 
that song and quickly move onto the next song, cognisant of the probable acceptance 
and suitability of the particular age group and gender. If I managed to attract more 
listeners than those that needed to move on, then the circle grew or maintained itself. 
It’s almost like musical juggling.  

This was particularly satisfying when I was the holder of a Bourke Street Mall Premium 
Buskers Permit, especially in my favourite spot outside the GPO near the corner of 
Elizabeth Street. Hard work, but very pleasing. 

The most fun was when I initiated a Pied Piper Effect, where I would twirl and walk 
through the market, followed by a stream of children laughing, singing, dancing, enjoy-
ing what we were creating momentarily. As a matter of interest, I’m continually sur-
prised and chuffed when an adult I encounter reminds me of when I used to entertain 
them when they were children – it’s certainly a privilege to become part of someone’s 
memories! 

The culmination of successful one-man-banding was gaining sufficient experience and 
confidence to enter busking competitions. My earliest triumph was in the early 1990’s 
when winning a Victorian Buskers Competition gave me entry to the Sydney Festival 
and the Hobart Summer Festival. My last was receiving the 2019 Kilmore Regional 
Busking Championship’s Judge’s “Best Fun Performance Award”. That description real-
ly says it all, doesn’t it? 

In the early 1990’s my work colleagues at the Victorian State Electricity Commission 
urged me to apply to Melbourne Tonight’s Red Faces talent quest. Despite Red Symons 
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only giving me a mark of 1 (yes one!) “because if you play so many instruments you 
don’t have to play any of them well do you?” Harry Connick Jnr, a guest judge, gave 
me a top score of 10 (yes 10!) and I tied for second place and a prize of $250 for a bit 
over a minute’s work – not bad hey? But it was amazing how “everybody in the world” 
seemed to have seen me on TV, albeit such a very short time! I definitely had my 1 
minute of fame. 

The apex of my one man band journey, I guess, was me entering Australia’s Got Talent. 
One normally doesn’t get the chance to “almost become famous”, but I did. Although 
it was nerve-wracking, the after-taste of my entry was just how nice and accommo-
dating everyone was. The staff, the judges, the other participants, everyone was so 
supportive and decent. 

When will my one man journey end? Despite me regularly doing my weight-bearing 
exercises, the 25kg of drum, monkeys, gorillas, accordion, guitar, mandolin, violin and 
other musical paraphernalia are taking their toll on this > 70 year old frame, plus the 
energy doesn’t seem to flow automatically any more! So, whereas I traditionally roved 
around a festival or market, I now deposit myself in a suitable location, playing my 
dozen different instruments, and finishing each bracket with a one man band rendi-
tion. I’ve often thought I should manufacture a pneumatic/hydraulic/robotic assistant 
to help carry the weight, but somehow I think it would detract from the ‘Anton Pieck‘ 
masterplan. I would love to attain the age of 80 as a one man band, so I can say “I’ve 
been a one man band for half of my life!”, and maybe if I’m eventually relegated to a 
motorised scooter I may fit out the scooter to accommodate a one man band persona, 
but watch this space! 

As my one man band days become shorter, however, I’m diverting my energies and 
talents into being more of a traditional 
musician. God has given me a good 
singing voice, strengthened by decades 
of singing outdoors, and my love of 
entertaining is translating nicely to an 
indoors, stage-type setting. I’m loving 
bringing to life all of the well-written 
songs of other composers, as well as 
my own, and I’m in awe as to how 
much my audiences enjoy my music. 
It’s like I’ve come full-circle. I intention-
ally became a one man band in order 
to find out what audiences really liked, 
and now I’m finally back, having gained 
a life-time of hands-on, face-to-face 
experience. And who knows, if you’re 
in my audience, my more traditional 
performance may culminate in an ap-
pearance by Rudy the One Man Band!    

By Rudy Van Den Bovenkamp 
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Pat Luffman Rowland 

Author and writer. 

 

 

Literary Biography:  

 In Pat’s retirement the delights of her heart are daughter, Kristiand  son-in-

law, Mark. She maintains a blog site called Prayerful Pondering where she regularly 

shares the reflections she writes.   

 For 27 years Pat worked  in healthcare, first as an office nurse and then as a 

corporate director in a large healthcare system.  A major part of her career was 

teaching about patient concerns and needs, their rights, and ethical matters of 

healthcare.  Pat taught through writing, as well as speaking from coast to coast.  For 

several years, she authored a byline, Patient Perspective, for a healthcare jour-

nal.  Other publications included Tennessee Hospital Association newsletter, Mar-

keting Perspective, nursing and pharmacy newsletters.  In 1990 she  received a 

writing award from the American Hospital Association . Her devotional writings 

have appeared in devotional publications that include Upper Room, the Methodist 

Reporter, and Presbyterian Daily.  

 Pat has an undergraduate degree in Healthcare Consumer Relations and a 

master’s in Religious Studies.  

 When asked about God she will tell you ‘ I don’t remember a time I didn’t 

believe in God or know that Jesus was His son and our savior, but I made my profes-

sion of faith and was baptized at age 12.’  I am active in my church, First Assembly 

of Memphis, and our church school, First Assembly Christian School.  

 

Contact Details: 
Email: patrowland@bellsouth.net  
Blog site: Prayerful Pondering  https://patluffmanrowland.com/  

mailto:patrowland@bellsouth.net
https://patluffmanrowland.com/
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My Samantha  
My Samantha, winter of 2016 

It hurt to watch her confusion. She was in a corner of the room trying 
to find her way out, turning first to the left and then the right. Not 
able to bear it any longer, I went to her and helped her find her way. 
Samantha is my 15-year-old Siamese and she is going blind. 

 

We got Samantha 
when she was just 
four weeks old and 
weighed one 
pound and she 
was, from the be-
ginning, my hus-
band’s cat. She 
bonded so with 
Richard that she 

took every step he did and when his truck pulled out of the driveway, 
she would stand at the kitchen window and cry. Needless to say, Sa-
mantha grieved hard when Richard died in 2011. 
 

In August of 2016, I noticed a significant change in Samantha’s vision. 
One day she had some minor near vision problems, and the next day 
(it seemed) she was walking into furniture and walls. Samantha’s vet 
saw cataracts but couldn’t explain why the change was so sudden. I 
was frightened for Samantha, concerned she might injure herself. I 
was told to keep everything just as she remembered it; no rearrang-
ing of furniture or putting anything new in her pathway. 
 

I was encouraged when my daughter told me of a friend’s cat who 
was blind and had lived a number of years with the quality of life. I 
began speaking to Samantha when I neared so I wouldn’t frighten 
her. If I find her unsure about a direction, I talk her to the place. If she 
is unsure about her aim for my lap, I lift her to me. It seems there are 
times she can see a little more than others and I haven’t figured that  
out yet.  It doesn’t seem to be connected with lighting. 
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At first, Chloe was puzzled by it all. Samantha would jump from my 
lap into Chloe’s space unintentionally and Chloe would think it was 
a call to play. When she responded in play and Samantha would 
run from her, Chloe was perplexed. It didn’t take long, though, for 
Chloe to understand there was something new going on with the 
cat she had shared space with for nine years, and she began to 
make adjustments for her, just as I did. One temptation I have to 
constantly fight is to do too much for Samantha. I know she needs 
to do as much as she can for herself. 

 

I am trying hard to keep the balance of affection between Saman-
tha and Chloe.I croon my love for both of them and tell Chloe how 
much I appreciate her helping me care for Samantha. I’m one who 
believes animals understand a lot of what you say and intuitively 
know the rest. 

 

 

 

L-R    Samantha and Chloe  

 

 

I hold to quality of life for animals, as does our vet. At 15 years of 
age, I won’t put Samantha through surgery. Neither will I shut her 
off in a room for safety's sake. Right now she still finds her litter 
box and makes sure to cover it well like the lady she has always 
been. She can find her food and water and reminds me when it’s 
time for a mid-afternoon treat. 

 

Samantha, Chloe, and I will walk this journey together and when 
there is no longer quality of life for Samantha, I will let her go with 
the dignity and respect she deserves. There will be no way to 
avoid the heartache of giving her up. For now, we will make our 
time together as good as it can possibly be for the three of us. We 
will build memories. And give lots of love. 
 
Samantha died March 2, 2017.  
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Below 

Samantha and Chloe in old age 

Chloe 

In June 2021 Chloe also 

died. Pat shared her passing 

this way: It has been over a 

month and it's still hard to 

post because it seems to 

make even more final what 

is already very final. My 

sweet Chloe went to heaven 

on June 19 while I held her 

in my arms. She gave me 14 

wonderful years and I will be 

forever grateful. You were 

my best friend, Chloe. I will 

always love you.  

By Pat Luffman Rowland 
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Kim Patricia Sami 

Writer,  poet and songwriter. 

Literary Biography:  

My first way of expressing myself was through music and lyrics, literally giving voice 

to the deep emotions and thoughts inside me. Hymns and songs said what I could-

n’t find the words to say and fed that spark of life within me. As a young adult, I 

started journaling, finding my own words to try and sort out my thoughts and feel-

ings, particularly regarding the opposite sex.  

One day, the “stream of consciousness” way of expressing myself in my journaling 

became more poetic, and suddenly I found myself using poems to give voice to 

what was on and in my heart.  

I have had a small flash fiction piece published in an online journal Ariel Chart in 

April 2020 called "The Knowing Gums".  

At this time my first book of poetry, “Orisons—Soulful Reflections” is in production 

so it will be available for Christmas 2021. An Orisen is a prayer of plea to a deity.  

In my professional life as a Social Worker, writing reports was part of my daily 

working life and helped me develop my skills as a writer. I am also a member of the 

Fellowship of Australian Writers.   

Contact Details: 

Postal Address: P.O.Box 4235 Bradbury. NSW 4235 

LinkedIn Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kim-sami-176baa92/ 
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                          SPIRIT OF LOVE ( Version 2 ) 2018  

1) How can we believe what you tell us  

 When we’ve had many others before  

 Tell us how they love us and need us  

 And then turned and walk out the door?  

 How can we believe that we’re worthy,  

 When the world keeps on saying we’re not?  

 We’re too fat, too thin, too needy  

 Too scarred from the road that we’ve trod  

 

Refrain 1:  But you truly love us, unto death, and beyond  

   But you truly love us, unto death, and beyond, and beyond.  

 

2) It’s so hard to believe that I’m worthy  

 Of all that you’ve given to me  

 The Lord of my life died to free me  

 So, I could live a-bun-dant-ly  

 No mere man in my life could surpass you  

 Every word you speak is heartfelt  

 You made me in your image and likeness  

 My walls and defences, you melt  

 

Refrain 1:  

 

3) You are showing me what true love is  

 I can feel your peace, so strong  

 You are with me, in doubt, and in darkness  

 You’re the giver and author of song  

 My heart, it sings of your goodness  

 It praises you, night and day  

 In the quiet of evening, it listens  

 And waits to be shown your way  

 

Refrain 2:  I am worthy, worthy of your love, God of all  

   I am worthy, worthy of your love, God of all, God of all. 
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            PEACEFUL CALMING MUSIC 2019  

 CHORUS 1: Peaceful calming music, the language of my soul  

   Peaceful calming music, the Spirit makes me whole  

   Peaceful calming music, Spirit, you’re welcome here  

   Peaceful calming music, move freely in my sphere  

 

1) Clear away the heartache 

 Clear away the pain 

 Make of me a gift to God 

 Bring me to life again 

 

2) Help me hear your music 

 Help me sing your song 

 Help me fulfil my heart felt dreams 

 With you, I belong 

 

3) Create in me a new song 

 A song of hope and love  

 A song I’ll sing with all of me 

 With all, in heaven above  

 

CHORUS 2:  Peaceful calming music, I’ve been born again  

   Peaceful calming music, God’s Spirit, without end  

   Peaceful calming music, your door is open wide  

   Peaceful calming music, please beckon me inside  

 

 4) Help me have the courage  

  To set my spirit free  

  To share myself with all the word  

  To finally be me  

 

 5) Bring forth the fruitful knowledge  

  The wisdom, love and truth  

  That’s planted in the heart of me  

  And has been from my youth  
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I NEED TO GO WITHIN A WHILE 

  

I need to go within awhile, so please, don’t be offended 

If, while I go within awhile, your needs are unattended 

I need to tend my inner self, where the true me resides 

I’m needing some quiet solitude, to recharge, and revive 
 

This is not a selfish act, I still care, and love you all 

But unless I go within awhile, into a heap I’ll fall 

I need to allow God’s Spirit to blow away and clear 

The clutter and the debris of the lies that feed my fear 
 

So, pray for me, while I am gone, that God will help me grow 

And let the Spirit of Jesus through me, to gentle flow 

To the blessings of the Spirit, be open to receive 

So I may come home to myself, never more to leave. 

 

Kim Patricia Sami 2021 

6)  Free me from frustration  

  Of all that blocks my way  

  May I give you all of me  

  So with you, I will stay  

 

7)  Come, Creator Spirit  

  Create in me a new  

  Open me to all you are  

  Flow through all I do  

 

CHORUS 3:  Peaceful calming music, your love is given free  

   Peaceful calming music, let it reside in me  

   Peaceful calming music, let the change begin  

   Peaceful calming music, transform the dark within. 
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LAURA THOMAS 

Emerging writer developing her 

craft. 

Contact details: 

Email: lmthomas@iinet.net.au  

Literary Biography: Laura has not previously been published so this is 
her debut entry as a published writer. Her love of books gave her the 
desire to write in the hope she could give others as much joy as she 
gets from reading. Writing is an escape from normal life she enjoys a 
lot. Laura likes building new worlds and hopes to one day publish the 
fantasy series that she has planned out and started writing. At this 
time she is hoping to enter some short stories in competitions. Laura 
is part of a zoom group that is meeting online during the Covid 19 
pandemic restrictions and has been able to share some of her work 
there. Her skills as a writer have been crafted through the comple-
tion of a law/arts degree majoring in English literature where essays, 
poetry and story writing were part of her studies.  
 
During the Covid 19 pandemic, the lockdowns and necessity to home 
school her children, have meant writing has not been practical at 
this time. Her dream job is to be a writer because Laura wants to be 
available and flexible to meet her children’s needs. 
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Marbled  

 
 

I remember the first night that I knew God was real, 

It was dark, and I was alone in the crowd. 

I remember the preacher who spoke without zeal, 

No knowing where his words would land. 

 

I gave my life to God, amongst pain and rejection 

The people around me had no clue. 

It was the first time I had felt a real connection. 

I found out later, they gave their lives that night too. 

 

And so I signed my name into the book of life, 

Just like that, not so hard after all. 

I felt the Spirit moving in me like a knife 

Cutting away at my self centred walls. 

 

But wait! Second thoughts, this life is too hard, 

It’s too painful to love like this. 

Scarred hands brushed away what life had marred 

Deep breaths, I will carry you through it.  

 

Eventually, the pain stopped, the past finally erased, 

Never to have control of me again. 

But now what? Emptiness, a vast space 

Lost, and no thought on how to begin. 

Continued next page  
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But then. A warmth, a love, a fire, 

Filling spaces I never knew I had. 

God proving to me, that the world was the liar. 

He was real, and now I would never forget. 

 

These are the things I now know about God. 

He is love and life is still hard. 

He is good and He rules with a mighty rod. 

He is faithful, and I am humbled. 

 

He has a plan, whether I like it or not, 

He promises to talk, and to listen. 

When I have nothing, He is all that I’ve got 

And forever is more than the present. 

 

I know that God always wants to be found 

I just have to not loose my faith. 

Every noose of my sin can be unwound 

And I know I’ll get there if I wait. 

 

And when I do, I will look back on this life and marvel, 

Why did He choose me out of the dust? 

And gave me a new heart, not of stone this time, but of marble 

With a seal on it, His name, written in blood. 

I know now that this complex struggle is worth it, 

Though I forget now and again 

I am thankful my life is redeemed from the darkness. 

For every day I am His is another Amen. 
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METEOR BREAKING UP OVER CANBERRA 

photo by Michael Porter  

8 October 2021 7:12pm 

Bearing 266 from bush location  

near the power station in 

Ainslie, ACT 2602. 
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BARBARA WESTERWAY  

Published author and an excellent 

story teller with an ability to hold 

the audiences attention when she 

reads to them.  

Literary Biography:  

Barbara has written since childhood; published articles and columns in ‘Australian  

Hobby Farmer’, Land Newspaper, children’s stories and plays for the Department of 

Education, short stories for New Idea and Woman’s Day magazines, and collaborat-

ed with her husband Peter, on a romance novel, Australian Dreaming.  

Barbara began her career as a kindergarten teacher and taught in both state and 

private schools for forty eight years.  In 1975 she gained a Batchelor of Arts (BA) in 

Education from Macquarie University and in the year 2000 gained a Master of Arts 

(MA) in Creative Writing from the University of Technology, Sydney. In 1968 she was 

awarded a UNESCO Scholarship to Israel studying ’Functional Literacy.’  She acted as 

Director of Red Cross Volunteer Scheme (helping families of Vietnam Veterans), an 

Instructor and Counsellor at the Sydney City Missions, and Vice-President of Society 

of Women Writers, NSW. 

Since her relocation to Canberra. Barbara has become an active member of the  

Fellowship of Australian Writers’ group  where her work has been published in the 

Anthology “School Days “ 2021. 

Contact details: 

Email:  bjwesterway@hotmail.com   
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THE YOUNG WOMAN 

By Barbara Westerway 

The young woman arrived just as I was locking up the centre and about to dash for my 

train.   

  “Jesus Christ!” she blurted out. “Wouldn’t you know it, you’re closed. Bloody typical.”      

She was a hard looking slip of a girl in her early twenties wearing thongs, a sarong skirt 

and a T-shirt that had seen better days. 

I said I was sorry but we were indeed closed for the day. I’d started early and had a 

hard day myself. I work for the Sydney City Mission, an agency tries to provide coun-

selling, training and support for the unemployed, and as the dole queues get longer 

our job gets tougher. 

I also had an urgent appointment with my dentist across the other side of town. The 

throbbing under my back molar reminded me that I needed to keep it. 

   “Come and see me tomorrow,” I said encouragingly, “I’ll fit you in somehow and 

we’ll have a talk.” 

She had two little children with her, delicate looking blonde scraps. One in a battered 

stroller and the other trotting alongside and hanging on to the handles. 

  “I don’t think I can,” she said, and then she added accusingly, “anyway I came all the 

way from Bankstown today, dragging the kids.” 

She was angry, almost aggressive, but I caught the prick of tears along with the defi-

ance. I pulled an envelope hurriedly out of my bag and wrote down my name and the 

phone number. 

I passed it to her and took the older child’s hand as we crossed the road. 

  “I’ve got to get a job,” she said, “I don’t know what I’ll do if I don’t get one soon.” 

I pressed her hand.  

  “Do try to come tomorrow.” I said, “ and I’ll see what I can do to help.” 

She was there before I was, still in the T-shirt and thongs, with the kids each sucking 

on a piece of toast that was probably breakfast. 

I made her a cup of coffee, squeezed her in between my other appointments and lis-

tened to her while I tried to decide how best to help.  

It was a familiar story. She’d come from a broken home, been an under-achiever at  
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school and tossed it in at 15. She’d drifted in and out of various factory jobs, got mar-

ried at 18 and then left her husband because he “knocked her around.” At 23 she was 

a sole parent with two children. 

She didn’t want to say on “benefits”, she wanted a better life for herself and her kids, 

but she was undereducated and had no skills. On the day she turned up at the Mission 

her self esteem had hit rock bottom. She’d been trying to get a job for over a year. 

  “The jobs all say you gotta have experience,” she said, “but how am I going to get 

experience if no one will give me a go?”  

It was a cry I heard a dozen times a day in my job, mostly from kids fresh out of school. 

It was one of those questions I just couldn’t answer. 

I gave her a quick professional appraisal while I made a few notes on her file. Despite 

her outward appearance she had something. Bright brown eyes, a quick intelligent 

mind, and flashes of humour. Mind you she hurt. She hurt like hell, but then so did all 

the people who beat a path to our door. 

The thongs and T-shirt would have to go.  

  “You’ll need some clothes,” I said, “and a good pair of shoes. We’ll go down to Vin-

nies tomorrow and see what we can find.” 

Our clients are unemployed; the family men who can’t get jobs; the 19 year olds 

who’ve never had a job; the people in their 20’s who lack skills; the migrants who 

don’t speak good English; the professionals in their 50’s who’ve been retrenched and 

know that they’ll probably never get a job again; and all the men and women who are 

out of work because their factory closed down or their firm put people off.  

This is the human face of unemployment. Our clients are real people, not just statis-

tics. At the Mission we come in contact with desperation and despair on a daily basis. 

I looked at the young woman sitting opposite me. I wished that I had the answers, or 

that I could wave some sort of magic wand.  

  “Why did you come to us?” I asked. It’s a standard question because we need to 

know what their expectations are and maybe make a note about who referred them. 

She looked at me steadily with her bright brown eyes. 

  “Well, you’ve got to have somewhere to bloody start!” she answered.   

END 
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THE LITTLE BOTTLE by Barbara Westerway 2021 

The group was quiet. The leader stood and held a brown cardboard box aloft. 

We were told to choose an article from inside it and then write about it. 

I was one of the last to have my turn. There was not a lot to choose from at that 

stage, so I finally selected a very small plastic bottle with a white screw top. 

I held it in my hand and turned it over several times. Boring! What could be exciting 

about an empty bottle? 

  “Get your thinking cap on Barb!” I murmured to myself, “you’ve got to write about 

it!” Then I thought – perhaps it’s a magic bottle, and if I close my eyes something will 

happen? 

It did! When I opened my eyes some minutes later the little bottle glowed with a 

strange, almost eerie green light, and then a mellifluous voice murmured 

  “Magic light, light so bright, shed your light for us tonight.” I gasped, then put my 

hand out and grabbed the tiny bottle. 

Over the building we flew, past other 

buildings, trees and forests, paddocks 

of green grass and meadows full of 

flowers. We flew over the sea – deep 

green now, not blue, and dolphins 

and whales frolicked below us. 

The stars shimmered in the velvet 

black sky, strange birds flew by, and 

then, as dawn was breaking I remem-

bered the words of the poem. 

  “Then the sun came up out of the 

sea,   red with the cold sea mist. 

  And smote on the limestone ridges, 

  And the shining treetops kissed.” 

We stopped flying then and we land-

ed. The little bottle was just that – a 

very small plastic bottle with a screw  

top.                                                   END 
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Literary and Artists Biography Seher Aydinlik 

Visual arts practice and writing poetry were a big part of Seher’s life from a 

young age.  

She graduated from the Anatolian University in her native Turkey where she has 

published eight poetry books. Seher is a member of the Auburn Poets and Writ-

ers and has participated in poetry performances and the publication of associat-

ed anthologies and works including Mosaic (2015) and Grandma’s Bed (2017), a 

collection of poems performed as part of the Sydney Writers Festival.  

Seher is the published author of Peacock Poems With all the Colours (2018) and 

has published children’s books and two CDs illustrating Turkish history through 

poetry. Seher had two works published in To End all Wars (2018), a collection 

containing work from Australasia’s leading poets responding to the centenary of 

the Armistice and the conflicts that have occurred in the last 100 years.  

Seher is closely linked to the Western Sydney community both through her Turk-

ish heritage and as an active writer and artist expressing her creativity and pas-

sion in areas such as culture, religion, nature and environment. Search for Seher 

on YouTube to listen to her poetry in Turkish and English. 

CONTACT DETAILS: 

YouTube LINK: (17) SEHER AYDINLIK - YouTube   

SEHER AYDINLIK 
Poet, creator of visual arts. 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=SEHER+AYDINLIK
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SOMETIMES  
 

Sometimes everything  

can't fit in to the words.  

Sometimes words  

can't be enough to say the things.  

Sometimes some things   

should be hidden somewhere.    

Sometimes words  

come to light through the eyes.   

Sometimes  

the person you love,  

mostly crashes you to the ground.  

Sometimes you watch the ship  

from the seaside easily. 

And seeing it floating  

its sails looks so nice.  

Who knows what kind of  

happiness or sadness it carries,  

on its wooden body.  

It offers the biggest laughter  

and happiness to its beloved ones.  

But becomes lonely  

and quite when everyone leaves.   
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WATER  
 

Water is probably  

The most beautiful thing  

I like rain, I like lake  

I like sea, ocean and river  

I love to drink water  

Lake is the quiet place  

In my dreams  

It's a very special poem  

Or a special song  

Lake is very quiet  

Wave does not press  

It is very slow (gently) 

Some kinds of fish live in it  

And some ducks swim in it  

And some grasses grow in it  

Some kinds of birds get a shower  

They live very gently  

And are understanding each other  

When I visit and sit next to any lakes  

It's a very special time for me  

My brain is getting calm and I note  

Peace, love, patience, rest, and gently  

I feel life is mostly lovely  

I know life is not easy   

Sometimes worry  

Can't say anything  

Can't say sorry for something  

Water cleans and helps to reveal  

Washes worry away  

Tomorrow the sun will be shining 
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MY HONEYCOMB  
 

My honeycomb  

My love  

My everything  

My life  

My expectation  

I'm kneaded with you  

I'm a branch on your tree  

My spring my autumn  

I exist with you  

Hive upon hive  

My honeycomb  

 

You with wings of flowers  

My only one  

My sorrow  

My heart  

My universe  

My honeycomb  

 

My dearest  

My song my ballad  

My beautiful  

My honeycomb  

 

My baby 

My breath 

My skin 

My lovely dream 

My honeycomb 
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AUBURN POETS AND WRITERS GROUP  

Top Row L-R Tatiana Bonch and Trish Jean, in the white frame; Danny Gardner, and 

Neera Handa, in the pink frame; and Mark Marusic, in the black frame. 

Bottom Row L-R  Yasemin Dolcel, in the grey frame; Seher Aydinlik , in the black frame; 

and Michaela Simoni, in the white frame.                             Photo by Willem (Bill) Tibbin 

Rehearsing: 

‘How Distance Can Keep Us Together’   

This work was performed at the Sydney Writers Festival in 2021. 

This multicultural group enjoy a lively connection with each other 

and the creative crafts of performing and writing in many styles. 

Their work and energy inspires writers to think outside the square! 
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By this river time 
is portrayed by the songbird 
I catch the dancing water 
before the coming storm 
beneath the bridge  
there’s often an allegory 
there’s the meeting of two 
sparrows nesting 
sunlight and shade 
ripple and calm 
We left one another  
in wet weather. 
 
Running like river 
place ran through me 
the homes I have 
known are gone from 
my landscape 
I am thinking that 
I cannot find my country 
Until the largest flying flock 
I’ve seen of 
white birds launched  
over paddocks that 
outpaced them 
as I moved towards the river 
And I remember as water 
shines silver and gold 
and the story of ending day 
and many beginnings 
is again retold 
That home, for me, is you. 
 
Water has an honesty 
In how it traverses 
unbound by fear  
or beatitudes 
falling or fossilised 
It finds its place  

Getting to Point B by Trish Jean 
Auburn Writers and Poets Group presentation at Sydney Writers’ Festival 2021 
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I wonder about being 
as brutish 
as subtle 
I don’t wonder 
I want. 
 
The thing about water is 
that it always meets 
ebbs and flows 
gluts and creeps 
driving in rain 
44 k’s becomes elastic 
past Mount Agony Road 
I chase the edge 
of the storm 
pulling my mind from 
the River Clyde 
Where it is still watching 
the water weaving 
holding the never still light. 
 
We’re just like water 
both the wild rushing 
and the beneath dry skin 
now to be cartographers 
sailors and divers 
Careful custodians 
drinkers from the 
holiness of chalice. 
 
Clouds create 
the mildewed  atlas 
that tells the tale of 
the course of water 
And I seek a constant mending 
just as water dissolves 
over and over 
into its place 
in the landscape 
I don’t return 
for I never left. 

END 
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POST SCRIPT from the Editor Dianne Porter Saturday 23 October 2021 

Who was the man beaten up and robbed in the story of the Good Samaritan? 

Yesterday I completed the final layout of the 2021 Anthology so it is ready to go to the 

printer on Monday 25th of October 2021. Today I have time to reflect on this work and 

what I have learned. 

It is the story of the Good Samaritan as told in the Gospel of Luke 10:25-37 that has 

come to me. I have a sense of Jesus prompting me to look deeper into it. 

In that story a man was beaten up by thieves and thrown by the roadside in such a 

state he was unable to care for himself without assistance. All his worldly goods had 

been stolen and his body had been assaulted and left for dead. 

 

In todays world many of us can feel like that. Especially during the Covid Pandemic. 

Especially writers who experience rejection and betrayal by the publishing industries 

that focus on the bottom line for their business rather than what helps writers. The 

hope of writers is to get their work to the people they serve in such a way they have 

enough to sustain their own life. 

Over time I have come to recognise the work we do through the CCWG is the work of 

the Good Samaritan in the gospel narrative.  Our group started with nothing but an 

idea – we had no money - we have all created and paid for the work to be done from 

our own resources and donations so far. While it seems a cost I find it rewarding in 

unexpected ways that are not financial. 

For example, the quality of life to be shared with each other, authenticity in the 

writing, being able to share from our heart, being free from the distraction of money 

and not having to worry how much time it takes to do because we do it with our free 

time.  

This is a really amazing meditation. To contemplate how we, as part of the body of 

Christ here on earth, can overcome the challenges we confront to bless this world with 

our love and hope being the currency in play. My blessing is to be the steward of this 

harvest of our words and creative images. It is pure joy! 

Today I know the man who was beaten and robbed then left for dead was Jesus. Jesus 

on the cross. That is how the world treated him. Many of us can relate to the sense of 

injustice in his suffering because we have had our own share of it in this world. 
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Remember the verse where Jesus said - I come among you as Christ Crucified? 

Our work at CCWG tends the wounds of Jesus body here on earth. We are like the 

woman who went to the tomb after Jesus had died so they could tend his body and 

prepare it for burial. Their joy was to discover the resurrected Jesus. Something in 

what we do brings him back to life again with the words from our hearts and souls. 

Gods’ passion is for us all, his desire is for us to know his love for us and to see us shar-

ing his quality of love with each other. I believe this is exactly what we are doing at 

CCWG. We are gathering the harvest of our hearts to share with the people - God 

loves!  

God loves all his people and his whole creation just the same way he loved and re-

stored his crucified son Jesus. Gods will is to restore us all and to restore our world 

too. This Anthology is the evidence I see of this hope hidden from our natural eyes but 

visible through the eyes of faith. 

 

Keep on Writing! It is how we can read what God is writing in our inmost heart even if 

no one else gets to read it. It is the food that feeds and restores our own souls. 

Dianne Porter 

Editor of Canberra Christian Writers’ Group Annual Anthology. 
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:  

CANBERRA CHRISTIAN WRITERS’ GROUP  (CCWG) ANNUAL ANTHOLOGY 

DEADLINE FOR ALL SUBMISSIONS—First of October each year.   

Late entries are held over till the following year. 

Planned publication date: First of December each year. 

Make your submission at any time during the year!  

All work submitted must be a freewill offering with all rights retained by the contribu-

tor. All you are giving CCWG is permission to publish your work.  

COPYRIGHT MATTERS: 

Images and artwork used that was not created by the contributor needs to be 

attributed to the copyright holder. Copyright is retained by the creator of their work. 

Entrants give permission to CCWG to: 

  publish their work in the Annual Anthology  

  create a PDF file that can be  

1) downloaded free of charge from the National Library of Australia data base 

(TROVE) 

2) downloaded free of charge from the CCWG web page  

3) Use Images supplied by the contributors on the CCWG web site, with links to 

contributors own web sites, you tube channels or other online web sites pro-

moting their work where appropriate. 

4) Use incidental and partial images of contributors and their contribution where 

they appear in marketing material created to  promote the work of Canberra 

Christian Writers’ Group and / or are captured at events where photos may be 

taken and shared on other media by attendees.   

THIS PAGE IS a5 - entrants get 4 pages of this size for their entry. 
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TO MAKE AN ENTRY 

Sent it to:  

Dianne Porter  EDITOR CCWG Annual Anthology  

Email: porter.32@bigpond.com 

Electronic entries are preferred. 

INCLUDE 

1 Photo of your-self for your literary biography page. (Jpeg format) 

2 A short literary biography of two to three paragraphs. 

3 Your written entry.   

  For example: A short story, reflection, poem that can  

  include  artwork or photographs. 

4 Identity the creator of photographs and the owner and or creator 
of work like tapestries and paintings to enable copyrights to be identi-
fied and assigned correctly prior to publication. 

4 Your contact details. Phone number and address. 

WHAT HAPPENS THEN? 

Your entry will be set up ready for publication with a PDF document 
created of your completed entry and sent to you for your approval 
and/or comments for corrections needed.  

 

If corrections are needed you are sent a new PDF of your corrected  
entry with a further opportunity to comment if needed.   
When you are happy for your work to be published it is forwarded to 
the offset printer where it is set up for a print run. Minor adjustments 
may be needed to the final layout so it can run through the printers. 

WHEN IT IS PUBLISHED  

When it is published you are sent one copy of the Anthology contain-
ing your entry for your professional portfolio as a writer. Additional 
copies can be purchased at the retail price. 
 

The cost of printing is covered by donations and book sales. 
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YOUR NAME 

eg—published author, emerging 

writer. Poet, cartoonist etc 

Contact details: This space is kept blank  

Email: your email contact is published with your permission. 

Web site:                  (Note CCWG does not publish entrants phone numbers) 

Literary Biography:  
 
Eg—what led you to writing 
 
What kind of writing have you done?  
 
What are your hopes as a writer? 
 
Are you a member of any writers groups or organisations? 

YOUR PHOTO 

THIS PAGE IS PRINTED 

IN COLOUR 
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HEADING OF YOUR WRITTEN WORK 

 

Body of your work in Calibri font—preferred size 12. 

This font is Calibri size 12. 

Black and white images and artwork can be included. 

Page 2 and page 4 are black and white. 

 

Size of page 2 and page 3 of your entry. 
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Page 4 is in Colour! 

 

Suggested idea 

Picture of the cover of 

your published book or CD 

if you have one! 

This page can be used for print and/or 

coloured images.  It is optional how writ-

ers use it. 
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ARE YOU A CHRISTIAN WRITER? 

This group was set up for writers who want to write Christian 

content as well as work from other styles.  At our group we talk 

about God and matters of faith as well as about many other top-

ics.  Anyone can join us—we are interdenominational and wel-

come all writers.   

We hope to resume our monthly meetings in 2022 on the first 

Monday of each Calendar month from February to December 

from 10am to 12md. Check our website for details as Covid pan-

demic restrictions will apply. Email: porter.32@bigpond.com 

At our monthly meetings we share our written work and give 

each other feedback.  The submissions deadline for the annual 

Anthology is the 1st of October.      We plan to publish! 

https://www.canberrachristianwriters.com/  

https://www.canberrachristianwriters.com/
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Canberra Christian Writers’ Group was formed in July 2018 by Dianne Porter as 

a support group for writers negotiating the challenging journey from the writer’s 

desk to publication. Over time our numbers have grown and now we also have 

overseas members of the group who contribute.   

 

All writers negotiate stressful challenges when publishing their works. Through 

the group we share each others burdens and help each other with the skills we 

have to share.    

Overtly Christian writing has an underlying aim to spread the good news that  

Jesus has made a way for everyone to be reconciled to God.  Christian writers 

can write in any genre or style.  The work shared in this booklet reflects a      

diversity of styles and subject matter.   

In this 2021 Anthology we have shared the work of poets, cartoonists, songwrit-

ers, novelists, story tellers, photographers and writers of inspired reflections.  

This sample of our work shows the diversity of creativity within our group.  

A founding vision of the Canberra Christian Writers’ Group is to publish an annual 

anthology. All editing, layout and creative contributions are donated. Monetary 

donations and book sales help us cover fixed costs like printing and web site 

hosting. Thankyou for your support of writers by purchasing a copy of this book.  

 

Convener: Dianne Porter 

Recommended  

Retail  Price     

$15.00  

 


